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984

CAMPUS NOTES

freshmenand sophomore women in song,
drama and oration. Because of scheduling
problems at the Holland Civic Center, this
year's event was not part of Parents Weekend. The Student Activities Office reports
that neither event suffered an attendance drop
because of the switch, but plans are again to
combine the events next year. For more on
Nykerk, see page 9.

In typical holiday style, "Quote,

Unquote" has outgrown itself.
Our expanded contents are on
pp. 10 & 11. Our svelte column
format will reappear in the Feb-

The next Hope College Village Square
will be held earlier in the summer than in
past years, according to an announcement by
the Women's League for Hope College, sponsors of the event.
The 29th annual Village Square has been
set for Friday, June 28, on the Hope campus.
In the past Village Square has been on the
first Friday in August.
The date was changed to better serve the
hundredsof volunteers who prepare items
and goods for the Square and work on the
day of the event, which each year draws
severalthousandpeople to the campus.

created by Mrs. Margaret A. Tweddle in
memory of her husband, the late Edmund B.
Tweddle, founder of Tweddle Litho Company
of St. Clair Shores, Mich.

issue.

Delbert Michel, professor of

art, has illus-

trated a book authored by his wife, Sally

Marc Baer, assistant professor of history,
was an invited speaker at two panel discussions at a seminar this fall at Amherst College. The seminar, entitled"Quantification,
Computers,and TeachingHistory," was
sponsored by the American HistoricalAssociation and supported by a grant from the
Exxon Education Foundation. Baer's talks adYuan Xiangwan, vice-president of Nanj- dressed possibilities for using the computer as
ing Universityin the People's Republic of
an instructionaltool at liberal arts colleges.
China, one of China’s oldest and most prestigious universities, visited Hope on Nov. 12.
Roger Davis, associateprofessor of music,
He was accompaniedby Mrs. Shang Zhen
has completedThe Organist's Manual, to be
The cover of this issue, an interpretation and Mrs. Huang Chengfang,both members
published this spring by Faber Music Comof the Office of Foreign Affairs.
of the Christmasseason and the spirit of
pany in Great Britainas well as W. W.
The Nanjing University delegation is visit- Norton in this country.
Hope College, is the work of Roger Stuch of
ing the United States at the invitationof the
Grand Rapids, Mich. Use it to wrap a small
Council on InternationalEducational Exgift!
Paul G. Fried, who recently retired as
change and a consortium of universitiesand
professor of history and directorof internaThis year's Christmas Tree Fund, an
colleges which sponsor Chinese language and
tional education,was invited by Meiji Gakuin
annual, campus-wide solicitation, has been
area studies programs in Nanjing. The visit of University to visit Japan during November.
pledged to support Habitat for Humanity in
the Nanjing delegation was part of Hope's
Meiji Gakuin University this year celeChicago. Some of the money raised will be
special programs to internationalizethe curbrated the completion of 20 years of an exused to send a group of students to work
riculum under sponsorship of the Exxon Edu- change program with Hope College by
between semesters with Habitat staff memcationalFoundation.
establishinga new Center for International
bers remodeling a house on Chicago's west
Cooperation in Education.
side.
Susan Sternberg,a junior from Holland,
Fried discussed the program of the new

ruary

sculptureat Herrick Public Library in Holland, Mich.

.

Michel. Titled With This Inheritance: Holland, Michigan — the Early Years (River Road
Publishers),the book is a popular history
focusing on people's stories and documentary
photos to tell about the early struggles to
establish a community in America.

Jack Ridl, associate professor of English, is
author of a poem which has been selected as
one of the best poems of 1984 and will be
published in Anthology of Magazine Verse
Yearbook of American Poetry. The poem,
"Prayer on a Morning My Car Wouldn't
Start," was first published in Laurel Review.
In addition,three works have been nominated
for this year's Pushcart Prize.
Ridl's first volume of poems, The Same
Ghost, will be published in December by
Dawn Valley Press.

&

Mich., has been designated the first recipient
Edmund B. Tweddle Scholarship.
The endowed scholarship,awarded to a student majoring in business or finance,was

Center and addressed an all-studentassembly
on the topic of developmentsin European
history since the end of the nineteenth century. The final day of his official visit Fried
joined three Japanese educators and administrators for an internationalsymposium defrom
College
voted to the topic, "Global Education for
Volume 16, No. 3; December 1984
Published for Alumni, Friends and Parents of Hope College by the Office of College Relations. Global Citizens."
Should you receivemore than one copy, please pass it on to someone in your community. An
Anne Larsen, associateprofessor of
overlap of Hope College constituenciesmake duplicationsometimes unavoidable.
French,
had papers accepted this fall at the
Editor: Eileen Verduin Beyer '70
Sixteenth. Century Studies Conference(St.
Contributing Writers: Eva Dean Folkert '83, Mary Dejonge '85, Laurie Brown '85, Doug
Louis, Mb.) and the GLCA Women's Studies
Holm '86, Tom Renner '67
Conference (Rochester, Ind.J. Her topics dealt
Design: Richard Angstadt '69
with the work of the French humanist scholar
Contributing Photographers: Louis Schakel, Dean Warren '88, Kelly Nolan ’87, Tom
Catherine des Roches.
Renner '67

The sophomore class was declared winner of this year's Nykerk Cup Competition,
a 49-year-old Hope tradition which presents

news

of the

Hope

Photo Staff: Kristine Veldheer ‘84, Tom Renner '67
Art: Roger Stuch
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TWO

Bruce

McCombs, associateprofessor of
one-man exhibitionof his
The American Center in Belgrade,

art, currently has a
prints at

Yugoslavia.
This exhibitionwill travel over the next six
months to other cities throughoutYugoslavia.
The exhibitionis sponsored by the American Embassy in Belgrade.
Bill Mayer, assistant professor of art, recently installed a large-scalecommissioned

derHart of North Tarrytown,N.Y., have four
children enrolled at Hope and they are spread
out over all four classes. The family was
honored during Parents Weekend in
November. Pictured with their parents are
Paul, a junior (rear); and (I. to r.) Jennifer,a
sophomore; Laurie, a freshman; and Wendy,
a senior.
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Letters
I enjoyed the Oct. /Nov. news from Hope
College and this rime the article on the Prater
reunion. In the article you apparently quoted
my son Cal, and in the quote there is an
error. My brother, Everett, called "Dutch,"
graduated in 1931 and not in 1938. . .
You also credit me with being the doctor
who operated on JFK after the assassination
attempt. ... In order to clear the record . .
I was always in education and retired. . .
here at Sault Ste. Marie as superintendent of
schools in 1975. . .
Bill Poppink '37
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
.

.

.

.

p.s. We are all disappointed that. Hope
College was not chosen for the football playoff.
editor's note: The late James Poppen '26
was the surgeon who operated on President
Kennedy, as well as several other world
leaders.

(addressed to Prof. Donald Luidens)
"Knock, knock" (Aug. issue) opened several doors of memory and thought.
Your witty, and I'm sure accurate, description of the front any institution . . . must
give to the community and to its
peers . . . makes one wonder what we're
thinking of most of the time.
Yet, you betray yourself^What really interests

you

is

what

is

happening inside.

Hence, your selection of Graves (as Hope's
best front) — and as a close runner-up, Dimnent Chapel. The heritage of Hope is Graves;
the heritageof its faculty and students is

Dimnent.

Who am I to make these profoundobservations? Not even a dormer student. But my
mother (Freda Heitland '22) studied as a
young girl from the isolation of South Dakota
in the old library, and taught English there
from '23-26. . .
My grandfather, Dirk Meengs, moved his
family to Holland in the 1890s to ply his craft
as a mason. He helped to construct the pillars
(in front of Graves Hall) and was in charge of
all masonry work on Dimnent. (Chapel) when
it was constructed.
The Dutch, as you know, are often austere
and silent, a very cold front indeed. But their
historically hard-fought devotion to God, and
their determination for improvement is the
inside of the Dutch. Dimnent was the
proudest achievementof my grandfather (and
his children — for they always pointed it out
to his grandchildren);it was his statement
and contributionto his new home, America.
And a statement, it is, of Hope.
Dirck Z. Meengs
Canoga Park, Calif.
.

Wall-to-wall studiers cramp Van Zoeren's style

Hope's plans to build a new library are well
rimed, say members of the Van Zoeren Library staff. Their report is that this year,
because of Hope's record enrollment of 2,550,
the need for more library space is being
acutely felt.
Although students can still be assured of
finding a seat in the 24-year-old Van Zoeren,
librarians advise that securing a secluded spot
there for concentrated study can be difficult,
particularly during the library's "rush
hour" — 7:30-8:30 p.m.
David Jensen, director of the libraries, says
that use of the library frequently creates
Imagine my surprise (and pleasure)to read
near-capacitycrowds in the three-levelstrucin Cairo, and now in Luxor, that Hope beat
ture. The library staff this year has counted
Kalamazoo, 45-0. Sadly the Record in Bergen
as many as 135 library-usersin the facility at
County, N.J., never carries Hope scores — so
once. Jensen points out that although he's
my surpriseto read about Hope in internaalways happy to see the libraryused, the
tional editions’ofUSA newspapers. Editors do
crowded conditionsof Van Zoeren pose a
recognize good news.
threat to serious study and diminish the efWe're fascinatedwith this wondrous, anfectiveness of the library as the focal point of
cient land while visiting our daughter and her
the academic community.
family who are on a short assignment to
Most agree with Elton J. Bruins, dean for
Cairo.
the arts and humanities and chairperson of
Bud' 48 and Bea Van Heest '53 Van Eck
the College'sLibrary Planning Committee,
writing from Luxor, Egypt
who says a library should be "a sanctuary for
diligent, intensive,undistractedstudy, refleceditor's note: Tom Renner, director of coltion and writing." Van Zoeren does not allege relations, says all Hope athletic results
are reported to the Associated Press and
United Press Internationalwire services. Individual editors decide whether or not they
want to publish this information. “You just
never knoio tvho'U publish them," Renner
states.

ways

fulfill

this definition.

Looking at Van Zoeren from the street, it's
hard to believe that the facility is outmoded.
It was ultra-modern in design in 1960 when it
was constructed,and, rubbing cornerstones as
it does with some of the campus' most histor-
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ic

structures, it has maintained a distinctly

contemporarylook.
So

why

do College administratorswant to
newest buildingson the

replace one of the

block?

The response is one word: space. In 1960
Van Zoeren had more of it than needed for
its collection of 50,000 volumes and Hope's
student body of 1,500.
In the years since, however,the library
collection has quadrupled and enrollment has

grown

to 2,500. To

house the growing collec-

tion, the original seating capacityof 600 has

been reduced to 250.
Areas of the library formerly used for
meetings, classes and film-viewing are now
used to hold stacks of books. Reference materials now occupy space used in the past for
study carrels.
Studies show that Hope ranks near the
bottom of comparable colleges in the amount
of space available for library work and study.
The average amount of collegiate libraryfloor
space is 37 square feet per student; Hope
presently offers only 17.
To lessen the impact of the crowdingin
Van Zoeren, the College has created new
study areas in residence halls. These present
merely temporary solutions to the problem,
however.

Although Hope expects no enrollment
growth in coming years, the ratios between
books, enrollment and seating spaces are unlikely to maintain even their present,lessthan-satisfactory
levels. New computer tech-

nologies are now available(and many more
promised) which make it easier and faster to
use and manage libraryresources.These technologies require space.
In addition.Van Zoeren was built without
sophisticatedtemperature and humidity controls, now deemed vital for the long-term
preservationof books and other holdings.
According to President Gordon J. Van Wylen,
the constructionof a new library with these
controlsprovides opportunity to develop a
modest but well designed facility for the archival and special collections which the College has acquired over the years. This
resource will also enhance the College'sabilI ity to acquire more such materials.
All these concerns resultedtwo years ago
in a thoroughinvestigationof Hope's library
situation. Faculty,staff and students have
been involved in the process and last year
library consultantswere brought to campus
for an in-depth appraisalof the College's
system. As a result of these studies, the
Boston firm of Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson
and Abbott was engaged to design a new
facility.The architects are now preparing
working drawings of their plan and the College hopes to bid the projectthis spring.
Although Van Zoeren has been deemed
past its prime as a library, it will remain part
of the campus. Present plans are to convert it
into an academic building and to use its lower
level as an archives which will be connected
to the new library.

THREE

EVENTS

Christmas Vespers on the Air

Humanities

More than 50 radio stations haye indicatedthey

will re-

Colloquium, Jan. 30, 3:15 p.m.. Lubbers Hall Loft
"The Pilgrimage of U.S. and Soviet BelieversToward Unity
amid U.S. -Soviet Discord," Robert Palma, associate pro-

broadcast the 1984 Christmas Vespers service during the
holiday season. Contact the stationin your area for the day
and time.

ARIZONA
Phoenix — KAS

Holland —

A

CONNECTICUT
Middletown —

W1HS

ILLINOIS
Champaign — WBGL’
Chicago — WMBI
Glen Ellyn— WDCB
Wheaton — WETN

INDIANA
Gary— WGVE
New Albany — WOBS

IOWA

Holland— WJQ
Ironwood— WJMS
Kalamazoo — WKPR
Lapeer — WMPC
Ludington — WKLA
Manistee — WMTE
Manistee — WRRK
Marine City —
Marshall — WELL
Marquette —
Menominee —
Muskegon — WKBZ
Muskegon — WKJR
Newberry — WNBY
Novi— WOVI
Port Huron —
South Haven — WCSY
Spring Arbor — WSAE
St. Joseph— WSJM
Zeeland— WZND-FM

Sciences
Biology DepartmentSeminars, Fridays,2:30 p.m., Peale
050
Seminars on a variety of topics are presented by visiting
professionals.
For details, contact the Biology Department,
(616) 392-5111, ext. 3212.

WSMA

Chemistry DepartmentSeminars, Friday afternoons

WHWL
WAGN

MINNESOTA
Pequot

Lakes

— KTIG

MICHIGAN

WGVC

Allendale—

WMLM

Alpena —

Research seminars by academic and industrial scientists. For
details, contact the Chemistry Department,(616) 392-5111,
ext. 3213.

Mathematics Department Seminars, normallyTuesdays,
3 p.m., Vander Werf Hall

WXOX
Berrien Springs — WAUS

Pompton Lakes —

WKER

NEW YORK

WNYK

Nyack —

Cadillac— KJF

WKYO

WNWN
WQRS
WDOW

Coldwater —
Detroit—
Dowagiac —
Escanaba—
Escanaba— WG

WBDN
LQ

Frankenmuth— WKNX
Fremont — W SHN
Gladwin —
Gladwin— WJEB
Gaylord —
Grand Rapids — WCSG
Grand Rapids — WFUR
Grand Rapids — WLHT
Harrison—

WGMM

NORTH DAKOTA
Belcourt

WKKM

KEYA

—

OHIO

WNCO

Ashland—
Canton — WTOF
Dayton— WFCJ

TEXAS
Gilmer—

WZXM

Hillsdale— WCSR

KHYM

VIRGINIA
Harrisonburg —

WEMC

WISCONSIN
Sheboygan — WKTS

in concert on Jan. 20.

Traditional Events
CriticalIssues Symposium, March 7
Guest authoritiesexplore issues related to the theme of
world hunger. Classes not in session.

Jan. 7 Registrationfor New Students
Jan. 8 Classes Begin, 8 a.m.
Feb. 15 Winter Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
Feb. 20 Winter Recess Ends, 8 a.m.

March
March

7 Critical Issues Symposium (classes not in session)
21 Spring Recess Begins, 6 p.m.
April 1 Residence Halls Open, Noon
April 2- Spring Recess Ends, 8 a.m.
April 5 Good Friday: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 26 May Day: Classes Dismissed at 12:30 p.m.
April 29-May 3 Semester Examinations
May 4 Alumni Day

May 5 Baccalaureateand Commencement
May Term (1985) May 6-26
June Term (1985) May 28-June 15
17-26

Research reportsand advanced topic presentationsby visiting scientists, facultyand students. For details, contact the
Department of Mathematics,(616) 392-5111, ext. 3001.

Community & College
Village Square, June 28
A new format in early summer will spark this year's fundraising bazaar sponsored by the Women's League for Hope
College. A breakfast beginning at 7:00 a.m. and a silent
auction are being introduced to complement the traditional

Admissions

booths offering homemade crafts and eats.

For details contact the AdmissionsOffice,Hope College,
Holland, Mich. 49423, (616) 392-5111, ext. 2200
Chicago and Detroit Area Bus Trip, Feb. 7-9
High school juniors and seniors have opportunitiesto come
to Hope to experience campus life.
New York Bus Trip, March 13-16
Bus leaves Wappingers Falls, N.Y. and picks up riders along
New York Thruway. Students attend classes, academic seminars and stay with current Hope students. Fee of $99 covers
transportation,food, lodging and entertainment.
Visitation Days, Jan. 18, Feb. 8, March 8 and April 12.
High school juniors and seniors plus transferscan experience
campus life with ample opportunitiesto meet students,
facultyand staff.
Junior Day, April 19
Designed specifically for juniors and their parents as they
begin the collegesearch.
Explorientation'85, July 28-Aug. 3
“Try on" collegeby attending special classes, living in
dorms and attending activities.

Arts

Men's Basketball, Home Games

Spring Semester (1985)
Jan. 6 Residence Halls Open, Noon

POOR

Conway

Sports

Academic Calendar

Summer Session (1985) June

Faculty pianistJoan

NEW JERSEY

WATZ

Bay City—

Caro—

Earl Curry, professor of history

WPHM

Clinton— KSAY
Des Moines — KDMI
Sioux Center — KDCR
Sioux Center— KVDB
Sioux City— KTFC
Waterloo— KNWS

Alma—

fessor of religion

Colloquium, Feb. 21, 3:15 p.m., Lubbers Hall Loft
"Northern Ireland:Terrorism or Revolutionary Violence?,"

WHTC

Dec. 8 — Nazareth, 8 p.m.
Jan. 12 — Aquinas, 8 p.m.
Jan. 16 — Kalamazoo,8 p.m.
Jan. 26 — Alma, 3 p.m.
Jan. 30 — Olivet, 8 p.m.
Feb. 2— Adrian, 3 p.m.
Feb. 13 — Albion, 8 p.m.
Feb. 16 — Calvin, 3 p.m.

Men's Basketball,Dutchman Classic
Dec. 28 — at Calvin
Hope vs. Northwestern,la., 6 p,m.
Calvin vs. Central, la., 8 p.m.
Dec.

29

— at Hope

Calvin vs. Northwestern,la., 1 p.m.
Hope vs. Central, la., 3 p.m.
Schedules for other winter sports availablefrom Department
of Physical Education and Recreation,Dow Center, Hope
College, Holland, Mich. 49423 (616) 392-5111, ext. 3270.

Thru Dec. 16, "Beyond Rusk" (student invitational), De
Free Art Center
Dec. 22-Jan. 20, "Spectacular Vernacular"(photography of
North African architecture), De Free Center Gallery
Jan. 11-Feb. 10, "European Landscapes from the Detroit
Institute of Art," De Free Center Corridor
Jan. 17/ "MARCHING ALONG WITH SOUSA," pops
concert by the Grand Rapids Symphony with guest conductor Keith Brion
Jan. 20, Faculty Chamber Music Concert (Joan Conway,
pianist), Wichers Auditorium,4 p.m.
Jan. 24/ BEN HOLT, BARITONE, Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Jan. 25, Senior Recital, Lauria Majchrzak, soprano, Wichers
Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Jan. 31, Student Recital, Wichers Auditorium,8 p.m.
Feb. 1, MADAME LI CHI-FANG, Chinese pianist. International Year Concert, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Feb. 2, Senior Recital, Dan Friedly, oboist, Wichers Auditorium, 8 p.m.
Feb; 3, Faculty Chamber Music Concert (James Bekkering,
trumpet; Anthony Kooiker, piano and harpsichord; Stuart
Sharp, tenor; Larry Malfroid, guitar; Robert Ritsema, cello;
Jantina Holleman,piano; Tom Langejans, percussion;
Roberta Kraft, harpsichord),Wichers Auditorium,4 p.m.
Feb. 7, Guest Recital, Ruth Rus, pianist, Dimnent Chapel, 8
p.m.
Feb. 11, Guest Recital, Theodore Edel, pianist, Dimnent
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Feb. 12, Concert,
Chapel, 8 p.m.

Wind Ensemble/JazzEnsemble,Dimnent

Feb. 14, Concert, St. Olaf College Choir, Dimnent Chapel,
8 p.m.

TICKETS REQUIRED —

all other events are free of

charge.
* HOPE COLLEGE
(616) 394-6996

GREAT PERFORMANCE

SERIES:

HOPE MUSIC DEPARTMENT: (616) 392-5111, ext. 3110
HOPE ART DEPARTMENT: (616) 392-5111, ext. 3170
Gallery Hours: Mon. -Sat. 10 a.m. -9 p.m.. Sun., 1-9 p.m.
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Catholics
at

Hope

by Mary Dejonge

Many

people are surprised to learn that

nearly 10 percent of Hope's student body and
they exemplify an increasingnumber of Catholics who in recent years have chosen to do
their undergraduate work at Hope.
The diversitythat these Catholicsadd to
the mix of Protestantdenominationsrepresented at Hope is considered by admissions
personnel and other administratorsto be one
of the College'sstrengths.It is consistently
emphasized in Hope promotional literature
that the College offers a Christian dimension
that is taken seriouslyenough to be conducive
to spiritual growth in students,but at the
same time is not a restrictive, one-way approach to faith and values.
If one need not be Reformed to fit in at
Hope, College administratorsstand firm on
the convictionthat Hope best serves students
who believethat faith is centralto education
and life. Catholic students,with their
Church's longtime commitment to parochial
education,have no quarrel with that basic
approach and this may in part explain their
initialattraction to Hope, some administrators

dents were not being met.

"We wanted a distinctly Catholic — yet ecumenical— group that would give a sense of
identity and support to Catholic students on
campus,"asserts Emerson. "We found that a
lot of students were leaving the Catholic
Church because of questions and doubts about
their faith, so we wanted to provide an opportunity for them to learn more about their
beliefs."

"And it's nice to know who the other
Catholic students are so we can go to church
and do other things together."
Nearly 30 students participate regularlyin

UCS

All

Van Heest

also stresses the importance of

Hope students want
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—

prayer.
Intervarsity ChristianFellowship:
Affiliated with International IVCF, IV is a
fellowship of studentscommitedto the

Lordshipof Christ in

all

of life and involved

in Bible study and witness.

Fellowshipof Christian Students
Students meet weekly for Christianfellowship and inspiration.
World Hunger Committee
Students meet regularly to study hunger
and justice concernsand to seek to involve
the campus in hunger projects such as
CROP walks, fasting. Bread for the World,
etc.

ChristianConcerts
Students administerStudent Congress
funds to bring Christian musicians and musical groups to the campus.
Christmas Tree Fund
An annual all-campussolicitationfor a
worthy Christian social action project.
Prayer Vigil
Twenty-four hours set aside annually for
prayer for peace and justice,with persons
responsible for half-hourperiods throughout
the entire time.

Inter-semester
Mission Program
Ten to fifteen studentsspend a week in
mission work. Recent programs have been
Bread for the World, Washington, D.C.;
Habitatfor Humanity, Americus, Ga.;
Voice of Calvary,Jackson, Miss.; and an
inner city church in Jersey City, N.J.
Staley Lectures
Funded by the Thomas Staley Foundation, distinguished Christian scholars spend
three days on the campus on a schedule
planned by MOCP.

students.

for Christmas

Williamston, Mich., asked for "Love spread
throughoutfamihes, friendsand relatives
basically all over." David Burgin, a sophmaterialistic and status-seeking,right? If you
ask Hope students what they want for Christ- omore, from Columbus, Ohio, had a related
request. "We can solve all the other problems
mas, you can bet their answers will be pricey
if we could just have world peace.
and styled with the highest of Ivy League
To have her heart's desire didn't stump
haute, right?
Wrong. When a sampling of Hope students Laurie Yates, a freshman from Waterford,
Mich., for long. "You know what I really
was asked to probe their imaginations and tell
want? A one way ticket to NARNIA — I
in advance what they wanted for Christmas
would love to go and stay forever!" Jane
this year, the answers infrequently had to do
Houting, sophomore from Holland had a
with sports cars, stereosor clotheswith almore realistictrip in mind. "Any place warm,
ligators. Often, Hope students proved impraclike Hawaii, because I hate the snow."
tically practical.
Senior Marnie Marsters of Bloomfield, N.J.
"Assuming anything is possiblewhat
simply wants a house with a fireplace and the
would I ask for this year?. ... I guess I
complete works of John Steinbeck to keep her
would want four extra hours in the day for
warm.
the rest of my life because then I might be
Not all Hopeites of course, managed to
able to get what I have to get done!" offered
keep their minds off money amidst the tinsel
Phil Fishman, a senior from Grand Rapids,
of the season. But few wanted money for its
Mich.
own sake or for the sake of some flashy,
Extending the day or changing the night
large-scale new accessory.
was a popular answer.
"I'm flat broke, so I would settle for
"I would wish to have to sleep only three
enough money to pay for my college educahours at night because when I'm sleeping,I
tion and then some to buy some Christmas
feel like I'm wasting my time," replied junior
gifts," said Sandy Barcanic,a sophomore
Chris Peterson of Charlotte,N.C. "I would
from Ada, Mich. Holly Nicholls,a senior
have much more energy to accomplish more
from Kalamazoo,Mich., is asking for a teachand help others if I could be healthy for the
ing job in Michigan. Cathy Pietz, a senior
rest of my life," said Martin Wood, a senior
from Saginaw, Mich., wants a job in the
from Rochester, N.Y.
helping profession "because Christmas is a
Other students draped their concerns for
time for giving — isn't that where our real
humanity with the spirit of the season.
satisfaction comes from? Having a job in the
Gayle Bond, a sophomore from

The collegestudent of today is the Yuppie
of tomorrow, right? The student of the '80s is

Christian faith.
In addition,UCS encourages Catholic students to become involved in other Christian
organizationson campus, tries to strengthen
student involvementin local Catholic parishes, and provides social activities for Hope's

programs

The Union of Catholic Students is but one
activity of the Ministry of Christ’s People, a
group of students who work with the chaplain in providingopportunities for Christian
service. Other programs are:
Fellowshipof Christian Athletes:
Affiliated with the National FCA, students meet weekly for study, inspiration and

activities.

the social aspect of UCS. Previous to the
formation of the group, he claims.Catholic
students were "hiding a part of who they
were." UCS lets these students know that
they are not "alone, adrift in a sea of Dutch
Calvinists."
"UCS gives a sense of authenticityto Catholics at Hope," he explains,"and our hope
is that it will open up dialogue with nonbelieve.
Catholic students."
The current presidentof Hope's two-yearCarol Juth-Gavasso, assistant professor of
old Union of Catholic students (UCS) dislibrary scienceand facultyadvisor to UCS,
agrees.Derek Emerson, a senior from Holdescribeshow at Hope many Catholic stuland, Mich., whose personal situationis
highly unusual in that he adopted Catholicism dents encounter biblical questions about the
foundations of their faith for the first time.
while attending Hope, says he doesn't think
"The primary thing in the Protestant
it's possibleto pinpoint why Catholic students
church has traditionally been the Bible," she
choose Hope.
remarks, "while in the Catholic church it has
"I think they probably come here for the
been the sacraments. So Catholics are often
academics," he speculates."They'renot Here
unable to respond to the questions Protestant
for church; they're here for school."
students ask."
Chaplain Gerry Van Heest agrees. "I feel
Juth-Gavasso believesthat one of UCS's
as though a lot of them come here for the
most important functions is to help Catholic
sciences,"he says. "But there's also a freestudents learn about their faith.
dom here that Catholic students may not
To that end, UCS provides opportunitiesat
experience at Roman Catholic schools,I
its biweekly meetings for students to talk
think.
"They like the religious structureof Hope. with both Catholic priests and Protestant
ministers and listen to them discuss the
They feel comfortable here."

only 30 percent of Hope's student body is
conneaed to the Reformed Church in America. Because the College'saffiliation with
the RCA is longstanding and healthy, most
assume that Reformed Church young people
have majority status within Hope's 2,550According to Jim Bekkering, Hope's dean of
member student body.
admissions, the College makes no "special
Even more people are even more surprised
overtures" to attract students from churches
to learn that the second largest denominaother than the Reformed Church in America.
tional representationarriong Hope students is
UCS originatedout of concerns voiced by
claimed not by a Protestantgroup, but instead
parents,students,faculty, and the chaplain's
by the Roman Catholic Church. The 243
Catholic students currently enrolled represent office that the needs of Hope's Catholic stu-

MOCP

is...
would enable me to help
others while still gaining the benefitsof a
paid position.Isn't a job what every senior
wants for Christmas this year?!"
These are the sort of wishes that would
warm the cockles of every Scrooge's heart and
bring on alarming palpatationswithin the
higher reaches of Nieman-Marcus. They also
don't do much to assist the gift-giver stumped
by the collegian on his or her list.
So, here are some further gift suggestions,
social work field

all

$25 or less:

• music — records and tapes top the list as
Christmas gift favorites
• books — consider this most recent list of
campus best-sellers compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education:
1. In Search of Excellence:Lessons

from

America's Best-run Companies by Thomas
J. Peters and Robert H. Waterman, Jr.
2. Loving Each Other, by Leo Buscaglia
3. Pet Sematary,by Stephen King
4. The Talisman, by Stephen King and Peter
Straub
5.

Motherhood: The Second Oldest Profession, by Erma Bombeck
• a

dozen roses — who says men don't

like

flowers?
• popcorn — the collegestudent's breadand-butter,with plenty of flavored varieties
around this year to add new interest to all
those long nights of study

ahead.
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Gridders go out unblemished
The 1984 football season was literally a
perfectexperience at Hope College.
For the first time in 80 seasons the Flying
Dutchmen went through their nine game
schedule unscathed.
Enroute, they claimed the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA) championship, finished as the eighth-ranked team
among all NCAA Division III football teams
and establishedmore than 30 national,conference and school records.
With

its

perfectgridiron Hope became the

first Michigan college or university in history
to have unbeaten teams in the same year in
both basketballand football. The Flying
Dutchmen cagers last winter were 22-0 in the
regular season.

The MIAA championshipwas the seventh
in 15 years under coach Ray Smith, a record
for the nation's oldest collegiate athletic conference.Smith's teams have posted a 98-34-3
record in becoming Michigan's most successful small collegefootball program.
"This season was fun," said Smith in the
understatement of the year. "As a player or a
coach, I have never been associatedwith a
team that went unbeaten and untied. The
only regretsI have are that the season is
over."
This team was rooted in 22 seniors who
were part of three MIAA championship
squads in their career.They pleased the home
folks by winning 16 in a row in Holland
Municipal Stadium and over four seasons
posted a 29-7 overallrecord.

The only disappointment was the team's
failure to qualify for this year's NCAA Division III playoffs.Hope was one of four teams
in the NCAA's north region to finish undefeated and bids were extended to just two of
them.

Much of the attentionthis season was on
senior quarterback Greg Heeres of Grand
Rapids, Mich., who will go into the NCAA
Division III records as the most proficient
passer in small college football history. Voted
the all-MIAA quarterback three years in a
row, Heeres set a national record as the most
proficient small college passer in history as he
completed 55 percent of his pass attempts
enroute to firing 53 touchdown passes and
amassing over 5,000 yards. His national record in his pass efficiencywas determined by the ratio of pass attempts to
completions, yardage, interceptionsand
touchdowns.He also set a national record for
the highest percentage of passes that resulted
in touchdowns.
The 1984 team ended as the highest scoring

SIX

in Hope history at 40.3 points per game.
They also set a single season record for total
offense at 435 yards a game.
So respected was Hope's attack that the
entire offensive backfieldwas voted to the all-

MIAA

Heeres was the unanimous choice as the
league'smost valuable offensiveplayer. Joining him on the MIAA honor squad for the
third year in a row were senior offensive
guard Jim Behrenwald of Clarksville, Mich.,
and senior defensive tackle Thurland Cole of
Smyrna, Mich.

first team.

Among

notable offensive accomplishments
during the season were the 97-yard touchdown run in the MIAA title game against
Alma by senior tailback Tom Van Heest and
the school-record five touchdowns in one
game by senior fullbackMike Sturm.
Eleven Dutchmen were voted to the allMIAA team and another six received second
team recognition,resultingin recognition of
nearly three-quartersof the starters.

.

Other all-MIAA Dutchmen included senior
center Jeff Allen of Holland, Mich.; senior
wingback Brian Oosterhouseof Caledonia,
Mich.; Van Heest, a senior tailback from
Grand Rapids via Sheboygan, Wise.; Sturm, a
senior fullbackfrom Wyoming, Mich.; junior
defensive lineman Blaine Newhouse of Portage, Mich.; junior defensive end Tim Hansen
of Greenville,Mich. ; senior linebackerMike

Stalking
For the sixth consecutive year, Hope's fall
sports competitors have propelled the Flying
Dutchmen into first place in the Michigan
Intercollegiate Athletic Association (MIAA)
all-sportsrace.
Hope has gone on to win the award the
past five years and a sixth straightwould
establish an MIAA record.
Through fall sports Hope totaled 55 allsports points,followed by Albion and Calvin
with 46 each, Alma 39, Kalamazoo 37, Olivet
28 and Adrian 24.

Hope finishesin fall sports competition
were first in football, tied for second in both
men's and women's cross-country as well as
in field hockey, third in golf, fourth in soccer
and sixth in volleyball.

CROSS-COUNTRY:
A

tradition maintained

Nearly as predictableas Hope's great beginning in the MIAA all-sports race is the season-ending kick of the men's cross-country
team.

The Flying Dutchmen ran away with the
league meet to gain a share of the seasonal
crown. Hope had finished second in the dual
meet standings,but for the fifth time in eight
seasons won the league meet to gain a share
of the title with Calvin.
Over the past 14 years the Hope men
under coach Bill Vanderbilt have won outright or shared 12 MIAA titles.
Sophomore Lindsey Dood of East Lansing,

Stewart of Ann Arbor, Mich.; and senior
defensive back Scott Jecmen of Jenison, Mich.
Other post-season recognitionincluded allacademic honors in the Great Lakes region for
Allen and Jecmen.

Dave Morren, a senior linebackerfrom
Grand Rapids, was voted recipient of the
Allen C. Kinney award which is given by the
coaching staff to the player for maximum
overall contribution to the football program.
The 1985 schedule will be: Sept. 14, at
DePauw, Ind.; Sept. 21, Carthage; Sept. 28,
at Wabash, Ind.; Oct. 5 (tentative) Wittenberg; Oct. 12, at Alma; Oct. 19, Adrian; Oct.
26, at Kalamazoo; Nov. 2, Olivet; Nov. 9,
Albion.

a sixth all-

Mich., was selectedthe co-most valuable runner in the MIAA after he and Adrian freshman Steve Hubbard ended in a dead-heat in
the five mile conference run. It marked the
first time since 1930 that runners tied for
first place in the league run.
Dood went on to be the only MIAA runner
to qualify for the NCAA Division III nationals where he finished 47th out of 182
runners.
Joining Dood on the all-MIAA team were
teammates Scott VandeVorde, a senior from
Parchment,Mich., and Randy Johnson, a
freshman from Grand Rapids, Mich., who
was also voted the team's most improved
runner.
The Flying Dutch cross-country team overcame the season-long adversity of injuries to
finish second in the conference meet and
seasonal standings as well as fourth in the
NCAA Great Lakes Regional.
Voted to the all-MIAA team were senior
Sue DeSanctis of Califon, N.J., and freshman
Ann Griffithof Big Rapids, Mich. Senior
Shelly Hegedus of Whitehall, Mich., was
voted the most improved runner.

FIELD

HOCKEY:

Great goal-stoppers
The Flying Dutch set

a single season record

opponent enroute to posting a 10-5-4 overall record under
first-year coach Carol Henson.
The team held 11 opponentsscorelessbefor fewest goals scored by an

Susan Bosch, a junior from Holland, Mich.,
helps set the season's tone.
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A perfectly good coach
by Doug

Holm

Footballfans see him every autumn Saturday afternoon roaming the sidelines decked
out in orange and blue and sporting a Hope
College cap. Students occasionallysee him
dining with prospectiveHope athletes at the
Phelps Hall cafeteria. Most people know him.
In fifteen seasons as head football coach he
has rolled up some impressive numbers: 98
victories and seven Michigan Intercollegiate
AthleticAssociation championships. And to
put icing on the cake, this last year he
coached Hope to its first undefeated season in
the College'shistory.
Statistics and numbers, however, don't tell
us much about the man who has become
Hope's most successfulfootball coach.
As a youth growing up in Riverside,Calif.,
in the mid-fifties, Ray Smith played highschool football, captaining the squad his senior year.
"In those days," he remembers, "it was a
status-symbol to be an athlete. That isn't the
same image that is conveyed today, but then
if you were an athlete, you were somebody."
At his high school,it probably was important to be somebody. Riverside'shigh school
student body numbered about 3,200 for three
grades, so a student could easily feel lost.
Since his school was so large, it had three
football teams for three grades; to be one of
the 50 on the varsity squad must have been

sports

crown

hind senior goalie Tammy Avrit of Annandale, Va. Avrit and junior Annette Van
Engen of Mattawan, Mich., were voted to the
all-MIAA first team. Senior Melanie Waite of
set a new MIAA
record for career assists, was chosen the
team's most valuable player while junior
Bethany Van Duyne of Flint, Mich., was
named the most improved.

Ann Arbor, Mich., who

GOLF:
Third third
The Dutchmen, under veteran coach Doug
Peterson, finishedin third place in the MIAA
for the third straight year.
The team was led by senior Paul DeBoer of
Hudsonville, Mich., who earned all-MIAA
honors for the second year in a row and was
voted Hope's most valuable golfer. His career
average of 79.2 strokes per 18-hole tournament was a school record.
Sophomore Doug Kuiper of Grandville,
Mich., was voted the most improved golfer.

SOCCER:
A chance
The

MIAA

that got

away

featured the most balanced race

any one of four teams
including the Dutchmen had a chance to capture first place entering the final week of

ever, and ended fourth in the standings with
a 7-5 record. Overall, Hope

was 10-8.
Junior back Kevin Benham of Littleton,
Colo, was voted the MIAA's most valuable
player. Over the past two seasons Benham
has spearheaded a Hope defense that in 39
games has allowed just over one goal per
game.
He was joined on the all-conferenceteam
by senior back Mike Brown of Saginaw,
Mich., sophomore striker Magnus Ojert of
Sandvick, Sweden and St. Joseph, Mich., and
sophomore midfielder Paul Roe of England.
Junior Scott Ellingson of Eagan, Minn., was
voted the most improved player.

VOLLEYBALL:
Better luck next year
Senior Anne Hendricksonof Grand Rapids,
Mich, was voted in the all-MIAA volleyball
team.

The Flying Dutch posted a 13-18 overall
record and were 3-9 in the MIAA standings.
Junior Kris Schindler of Jackson, Mich, was
voted the most improved player.

CHEERLEADERS:
Win

or lose rooters

in its history as

action.

The Dutchmen

of

Coach Gregg Afman

were shutout in their final two games, how-

Senior Mark Snyder of Vicksburg, Mich.,
was voted the most valuable member of the
football cheerleading squad while junior Jeff
Disher of Lakeview, Mich., was named the

most improved.
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an honor.
Smith played fullbackfor his school'ssingle-wing offense and linebackeron defense.
(It was the era where players went both
ways.) Later on, when he attended UCLA, he
played both fullback and defensive halfback.
That style of football was interesting, Smith
says. "If you were on the first team you
might play nine or ten minutes each quarter,
then the second unit played five minutes to
give you a rest. Then, voom, you'd come
back in the next quarter. "
In high school. Smith liked defense best,
but, as he went through college, offense be-

came his favorite.
"As I reflect back on playing both ways,

I

think I understand both sides of the ball
better,"he says. "If I were growing up
today, I could very well just learn offense in
high school and college."
After four years at UCLA, Smith went
north of the border to play for the Saskatchewan Rough Riders in the Canadian Football
League. He had been drafted by the Minneapolis-St.Paul franchiseof the fledgling
American Football League, but chose Canada

enjoyed baseballas much as football. The
weather had something to do with that. We
would be playing at the end of February and
it would be 85 degrees. Here in Holland, that
obviously is not going to happen."
What, then, beckoned him to leave sunny
Californiato take the head football positionat
Hope College?
"The thing that brought me here personally was the spiritual emphasis. Hope is a
Christian liberal-arts institution and I fit in
that environment.I wouldn't have come out
here just to coach at a liberal-arts school, but
Hope's strong spiritual leanings were impor-

me."
Smith inheriteda program that hadn't had

tant to

a winning season in six years and he started

He says the only major change
he made was to place more emphasis on
recruiting. "In comparison to what had been
done in the past, we just went out and tried
to recruit good student-athletesfor Hope," he
right to work.

says.

Indeed he has. Recruiting involves a lot of
time and effort and is a year-round job. And
recruiting for a Division III school with no
athletic scholarshipshas its own special
problems.
"Since 1975, though, it's been easier," he
says. "That was the first year we really had a
great record. We went 8-0-1 and were rated
sixth in the country. We finally turned the

comer."
Also contributingto making the job a little
new facilities,such as the Dow
Center, which opened in 1978, and the Holland Municipal Stadium, where Hope plays
home football, brand new the following year.
Over the years, Smith has had other assignments. He has been golf coach, wrestling
coach, assistant baseballcoach and is now in
his fifth year as athletic directorfor men. His
job as athletic director has given him a greater appreciationof his fellow coaches.
"I realize the time and effort these coaches
put in on their own sports and also appreciate
the job they do with Hope students. I think
they go the extra mile often and they basical-

easier are

working with kids. "
His true love, however, comes from coaching football. And he's been pretty good at it.
Fifteen seasons have produced a lot of memories. Perhaps the most memorable was clinching the MIAA championshipin 1973, his first

ly enjoy

and Hope's first in a decade.
"I think any time you come to a school as
a young coach, your first championshipis the

one you remember the most."
Other years he fondly remembers are:
instead.
1975, when the team posted an 8-0-1 record;
"1 thought there was stability in the Cana1978 and 1982, when the Dutch rolled to 8-1
dian league and, believeit or not, at the time
marks; and this past season, the first undefethe Canadian dollar was worth a significant
ated Hope football team in history.
amount more than the American dollar."
The most important result of his fifteen
Also influencinghis decision was the fact that
years
at Hope that Smith points to, however,
the Canadians played their games on Saturdays. "If I'd had my druthers, I preferred not is that he and his family have developed solid
roots in the Holland area. His wife Sue also
to play on Sunday."
works for the College. There are three chilSmith spent three years at Saskatchewan
playing fullback and some defensive halfback. dren: Randy, a senior at Hope; Jeff, a freshman at NorthwesternCollege in Orange City,
Despite the differencesbetween it and the
Iowa; and Jennifer, a first-grader. The older
American game, he adjusted and enjoyed his
kids don't remember much about California,
stay there.
and for the youngest it's merely a place to
"It gave me three years to travel in Canavisit. Holland is their home. "I'd say these
da. We went from Montrealto Vancouver,
years have been the happiest years of our
paid for by the club. Otherwise, I don't think
lives," Smith reflects.
I'd ever have that privilege. It was an experiSmith gives the impression that he'll be
ence I'll never forget — or regret."
around
for a while longer.
Before coming to Hope in 1970, Smith
"It's special to stay around here," he says.
coached football and baseballat a California
"I would say when I was younger I thought
junior collegefor seven years. Head football
about leaving, but now it would be a very
coach for only two of those yeVs, he liked
emotional kind of thing if we left Hope
coaching baseball.
"To be honest," he admits, "I probably

College."
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Looks
by Peter

J.

like

we made

it?...

Schakel

What does Nineteen Eighty-Four say
we rejoice because 1984
has not turned out to be what George
Orwell described? Or wasn't the book
intended to predict what this year would
be like? It would seem worthwhile to
pause, at the end of 1984, and examine
Nineteen Eighty-Four. Reflection on
what it says to us now will show that it
will in no way become obsolete on Januto 1984? Should

ary 1, 1985.
Thirty-sixyears ago an English essayist and novel writer, Eric Blair (better

known by then

as

George Orwell), de-

scribed the country Oceania in the year

1984. Oceania, made up of present-day
Britain, America, and Australasia, is one
of three superpowers which have dominated the world since the mid-twentieth
century. The other two are Eurasia (Europe and the U.S.S.R.) and Eastasia
(China, Japan, and the rest of the Far
East). Each is a totalitarian state, and
each has developed its own version of a
language (Newspeak in Oceania) which
makes it impossible for its users to conceive of unorthodox opinions or ideas.
Life in Oceania, as Nineteen EightyFour describes it, is grim. There is no
privacy:day and night, at home and at
work, all people except the laboring classes (the proles, or proletariat),who are
not considereda threat to the state, are
observed by two-way telescreens. Posters
everywhere proclaim BIG BROTHER IS
WATCHING YOU. The three slogans of
the Party are only slightly less visible
"War is Peace," "Freedom is Slavery,"
and "Ignorance is Truth."
„ The novel tells the story of Winston
Smith, a minor bureaucrat in the Ministry of Truth. Winston's job is to rewrite
old newspaper stories to conform with
current officialParty versions of what
occurred,for "who controls the past controls the future; who controls the present
controls the past." Newspeak and Doublethink (the ability to accept an idea and
its opposite simultaneously) prevent
readers from noticingthe changes.
But Winston never learned Doublethink. He is the last man whom the
Party does not control mentally: he can
still raise questions and think critically
and commit such Thought-crimes as
"Down with Big Brother." He begins a
love affair with Julia, a co-worker in his
building. This is another offense against

—

the Party, which uses the Junior Anti-

Sex League to advocate celibacy and
which prefers that all procreationbe
through artificial insemination.
Winston and Julia eventuallyare arrested by the Thought Police, who, it
turns out, have long had them under
surveillance as possible rebels.

They

are

taken to the Ministry of Love: Winston
is torturedand finally taken to Room
101. Here he is confronted with his
worst fear — rats. As the door to the cage
of these vermin is pushed near his face,
he begs that this torture be inflicted
instead on Julia. His spirit and integrity
broken, he finds that "he loves Big
Brother."

Seminar on George
Orwell's writings.

revolution.)

from Southern Illinois University and a
Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin.
This past summer he
taught an August
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What, then, is Nineteen Eighty-Four
It is a warning, or series of warnings. Some of them, such as his warnings
about?

To understand Nineteen Eighty-Four,
one must dismiss several misconceptions.
First, Orwell was not prophesying what
the year 1984 would actually be like. In a
memo he wrote shortly after publication
of the book, Orwell specifies that he was
describing a possible scenario, given tendencies he saw in his society at the time,
but not suggesting that it might actually
come to pass. There was nothing special
about the year 1984. Orwell simply
wanted a time that seemed distant, yet
within reach. The manuscript of the book
shows that he tried 1980 and 1982 before
he settled on 1984, by transposing two
digits of the year in which he was writing — 1948.
Nor was Orwell attackingsocialism or
defending conservatism or capitalism.
Orwell was a Democratic Socialist,and to
the end of his life he hoped for a socialist
revolutionin England which would establish economic and social equalityacross
the classes. But he differentiated sharply
between socialism and totalitarianism. It
was the latter he attacked. His specific
target was Stalinism:Communist Russia
provided the model for Oceania — not because it was godless or socialist, but because Orwell believed the Party had
betrayed the socialistrevolutionwhich
had brought it to power. (The story of
how the Russian revolutionwas betrayed
is told in Orwell's allegorical fable Animal Farm — one should note that it condemns the betrayal, but not the

Peter /. Schakel is
Peter C. and Emajean Cook Professor
of English and chairman of the department, having joined
the faculty in 1969.
A graduate of Central College, he holds
a master's degree

Finally, the darkness of Nineteen
Eighty-Four must not be dismissed as the
work of a defeatedman, knowing himself
to be near death, pouring out his pessimism and bitterness in what he knew
would be his final work. If the book is
dark, that must be attributed to the situation being described, not to Orwell's
condition. He was seriously ill with tuberculosis at the time he wrote Nineteen
Eighty-Four,but he was optimistic that
he would recover and be able to continue
writing; he told several people he had
another novel in mind and was eager to
begin it.

about the corruptionof language, especially politicallanguage, are often

given attention — and deservedly so,
when we find the Pentagon refering to
combat as "violence processing" and to
civilian casualities in nuclear war as "collateral damage." But I want to discuss
here three less familiar warnings which
also continue to be meaningful long after
Orwell issued them.
First is a

warning against

total-

itarianism as an internal threat. Oceania

become

because military goods are manufactured
to be destroyed or replaced by more
advanced models, there is a constant demand for them. Thus there is a constant
source of profits for the rich and employment for the masses, without increasing the supply of consumer goods or
raising the standard of living, which
leaves the masses dissatisfied.
Through its descriptions and explanations, Nineteen Eighty-Four might well
incite us to look closely at recent trends
and policies in our own country. Figures
show that in the United States in recent
years, partly as a result of an emphasis
on military spending, the gap between
rich and poor — which had been decreasing — is now increasing, while the quality
of life and the politicalinfluenceof the
lower half of the population is decreasing. In Oceania control of the masses by
economic policies is deliberate. Orwell,
given his deep fear of governmental
power, might challenge us to ask if there
may be a similar intent in the United
States — perhaps less conscious and sinister, but acceptedby a wide swath of the
middle and upper classes who resent high
taxes and extensivesocial programs.
Third, Orwell warns against the rhetoric and misuse of patriotic fervor associated with military power. In the fictional
1984, the three superpowers are continually on a war footing; each, however,
is sufficiently well defended that the others, even the other two together, cannot
conquer it. Therefore, although a great
deal of rhetoric is directed against the
evil nature of and the atrocitiescommitted by the others, they do not actually
engage in war against each other. But
each uses the threat of attack by the
others to instill fear in its people and to
demand from them sacrificesto support
military expenditures.Rather than fight
each other, the powers engage in skirmishes with small, downtrodden countries outside the superpower blocks. The
skirmishes distract the masses from
thinking about the bleak living conditions
they endure and give them fervent pride
in their country's achievements, especially as they celebrate a magnificent
victory.

Again recent parallels in the U.S. are
quered by the Soviet Union. Orwell did
striking: a war against a tiny country,
not fear a take-over by externalforces or Grenada; victory celebrated with patriotic
philosophies;the threat he feared was
fervor; military success used as grounds
internal. Seeing in his society tendencies for military expansion to ensure further
toward totalitarianism, he warns what is
successes; the use of the Olympic Games
in store if such tendenciesare not reto intensify patriotic feeling and emphasisted actively. Orwell vividly pictures
sis on Victory and National Superiority.
what life under a totalitarian regime is
It would be grossly wrong to cite these as
like. People who have lived in Soviet-bloc evidence of totalitarian tendenciesin the
countries attest to the accuracy with
United States; yet Orwell would be diswhich Orwell captures the details and
turbed to find that national and internatone of their existence.
tional policies are even this close to those
Second, Orwell warns against the efhe warned about.
fects of constant growth in military
One could well call Nineteen Eightyspending. In Oceania such spending is
Four the work of a secular prophet. But
used to control the lower classes. The
it is prophecy as proclamation and warnParty found that raising the standard of
ing rather than prophecy as prediction.
living for the masses also raised their
And that warning, though meant for the
expectationsand demands: soon they be- 1940s, speaks also to the 1980s. Orwell
gan to ask why the rich were so privhimself summed up the message well:
ileged and to seek greater equality.
"Something like NINETEEN EIGHTYOcea'nia found, in an economy based on
FOUR could happen. . . . Don't let it
military production,the ideal solution:
happen. It depends on you.”
did not

totalitarian by being con-
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ALUMNI
INVITATIONAL

I

ALUMNI
OPUS

A sample

of

II

alumni achievements in

the visual and literary arts selected
through juried competition sponsored
by the Alumni Association and the
art department of Hope College and
presented to the public in the DePree

Center Gallery, Oct. 18-Nov. 30.
Passages by

Todd Engle

August, Cooling Trend
The man on the screen says we are losing two
minutes of sun each day now
and that this makes a difference.
I don't believe him in the long day's heatT
Here in the middle land

we hear so many prophecies.
Five months he says and nights won't rise

above thirteenin the lake regions.
He forecasts in one breath
the

last regatta,

the

What does he know

first frost.

of last things

when oak

leaves even now in the full brunt
have spotted brown;
goutweed'swhite trim rusted all July;
mornings in June peonies
bent down in the cold weight of dew.
of sun

I

could try

words tomorrow, sit in broad
morning firm between the chains
of the porch swing
as on a ferris wheel, suspended
for hours, even all day, to watch
how we pass by degrees through the green
dizzinessof the long peak — whether the stomach
his

can tell before the eye the
edge of the curving fall.

first

Linda Walvoord Girard '64
Barrington,

III.

kinds of knowledge, so the cross-pollinating and
is important for potential writers or
artists.The mid-sixties were a rich time at Hope for the arts and
humanities. There were many good artistsand writers among students
and a great English department."
"Poetry draws on

the excellence in

many

many areas at Hope

Primate by Esther Luttikhuizen'73
Grand Rapids, Mich.
"My

work

is

very personal in its content. I rely upon the traditional

woman's skill of sewing in constructingthe figuresand
and on my thoughts and dreams as subject. "

objects I paint,

Rural Mexico by Becky

Denham Wernlund ’77
Alsip, III.
' 'Compositions
and correct line
drawings are the basics to a watercolor
painting and I feel the free flow of the
watercolor paint allows me to express
myself in a fuller spectrum. "

£

Neektie by Ralph B. Schroeder '70
Holland, Mich.
"Making drawings

is.

at its best, a cathartic

process. It is a necessary outlet for me. almost
entirely an expression of emotion.

"

Capades

Morning

Ice

alabasterwhite

North of New York City ice where Islander aspiring adolescents
check romancing couples to the boards and wind waist high double

fresh newly dumped snow drifts sit motionless on the open
smoke gray
a weathered bam ages, housing only rodents

prairie

bladers to their seats
North of the high sticking city of Madison Square Garden and
Stanley Cup dynasties and seven figure contractsfull of fringe

—

steel blue

endorsements — beer, panty hose, candidates
North of fans who flash the syndicated cameras and columnists

backdrop with white cumulus clouds hanging aloft
translucentyellow
the

crisp air parallels the cracks of sunlight reaching the distant

woodridge

human

breath encircle their

own

silhouetteson the hilltop

blueish white
fluffy pathways divide the sky with the distant roar of aircraft engines

brown
mudded heifers

burnt

coax one another to the

bam

crystal clear

nearby, growing icicles strain earthward shimmering with a wet glaze
sandy

brown

barnyard easement circles past the vintage farmhouse
mixed carmel
a

the shelly barks at the entering car

full of

strangers

golden yellow
bordering fields display acres of winter wheat reigning over the land

overhead in search

of seeds

and grout

decaying fence posts rot with msted barbs alongside a half buried
partially preserved field plow

Ann

T. Driscoll'81

Arbor, Mich.

"With combinations of select words I try to recapturethe feeling or
actual mood which I had experiencedduring a particularoccasion and
to

into its center.

play up the emotional.

’

throws off skaters like sparks, slowing
from a crouch.
Their hands 'fall from pockets into a prescientdance of stick
handling past imagined defensemen
Until at each net end they in their turn gather, laugh, glancing
to the center ice for returning glances and a hoped for face
off of rink circling romance.
it

to the outside while rising

rust red

David

The laconic Parkway like shoulder pads power plays the city
in its place, and there the rink is open to the air.
Where center ice is pyloned off for figure skating aspirants
young ladies, all legs, laughing as their budding bodies ply
bladed ballet to Tchaikovsky on tape.
Circling while their locomotive chop chop chop of unlaced skates
cross over and over, criss cross the pylons and press their
presence on the girls, the boys skate close as a bolt, lick
past little ones and leave romancing couples to themselves.
They pocket hands, hunker down, tighten their circle until
the rink seems more a race track of banked turns pulling speed
Then levelingout

spot black
birds fly

clears the blue line

North.

midnight blue
billows of

whose grammar never

and

Richard Thayer '77
Stanford, Calif.
"I continue undergroundas

a poet and entertain dreams still of being

'

arrested for civil disobedience.

"

Nairobi, Kenya by Philip De Jong '77
San Bernardino, Calif
' 'Being a successful photojourmlist is much
more than understandingf-stops, shutterspeeds, films
and lenses. It is primarily understanding relationships, feelings, and compassion, and having the
ability to communicatewith people. "

Solitude
Pauses'

lengthen

over coffee too cold to finish.

We

close our conversations

with the last yawn

making its way around the room
and let out the cat
as we head for our cars.

Survivor
The dream slides away,
and teases me with glimpses

The street has the pavement
and night its deserted intersections.

of destruction
as fear slithers down
to rest in

I

go

my arms

joints.

home

to sit in the

and

my

dark

I

listen to the resonant silence,

to disregard the

to cold, clean sheets

accumulated voices of day

threatening to continue talking in

my mind

and disrupt the midnight solitude.
The soul has itself
and night the trail

reach across the bed

and discover,
thousandth time,
that hollow pain.

for the first and

The dog
of cat

paws.

my

still

questions

rising at this hour,

but he no longer follows
Janet Lootens '81

Ann

Arbor, Mich.

me down

and the cabinet,
and the glass.

to the kitchen
the bottle

"I leave intentional gaps for the reader. I like to give the reader
sufficientdetails so that he/she can create a concrete image in his/her

upon the reader's experienceof the
poem. I initiatea situation or a moment to think about, and invite the
reader to Jill in the gaps with his/herown thoughts and experiences. "
mind, but

I

try not to encroach

Beverly Greer Langeveld '70

Lanesboro,Mass.
“I like to think of myself primarily as a storyteller,whether I'm writingstories,
I find poetry the hardestgenre and use it mainly to discipline
myself. A story can survive the choice of a wrong word, but a poem can't. Likewise,
through the proper choice of words, the story told by the poem can speak to a
universalaudience but be differentfor each individual. "
essays or poems.

We Are Controlled

Passing an Asphalt Brick

We are controlled by what we do not know.
The obscure cells that blink within the brain.
The wild dark eye of the wary crow.

I pass a place where I run
of brown asphalt brick

put neatly on its acres
perhaps three
with wagon wheels halved
to mark the entrance
and welcoming as if oblivious
to keep out signs
on nearby trees
an old pear orchard
manicured and bearing still
I think

The tingling seed that lets the child grow
Is washed away by generation's rain.
We are controlledby what we do not know.
Mingling lovers know what they must do.
At

dawn

they hear outside the

The cold bleak cough

window pane

of the waiting

crow.

The place in
Soldiers shed red blood

And
They

upon the snow

is

would have them

men remember their father's death, and how
He moaned and muttered but never could explain
flight of the

with their few dollars
and love
invested wisely
in soap and simple tools
scrubbing the face of adversity
and making do
With hoes

weary crow.

The looking-glassis old and now can show
The stubborn lines that reappear again.
We are controlled by what we do not know.
The wild dark, eye of the wary crow.
Gordon Korstange '67
Portland, Conn.

its simplistic drab

things

in running
the poor just as the rich

what they do not know.

Old

The long dark

many

I've thought

stare in fascinationat the stain.
are controlled by

House

\

"/ don’t think I can say much about how
my Hope experienceinforms my writing,
since it doesn 7. 1 began writingpoetry

while teachingin India. "

And those next door
exasperated
pulling at their cord
the mower will not start

another

week

the grass will

grow wild and

unkempt
except where

it

by the tub
thrown out

last

matted

is

spring

or rusty bikes
the kids have left

And
the

1

hear you praise

woman

in the scarf

walking to collect the mail
outside the wheels
and the man bending
to feed the

dog

content except

when

children steal his pears
and feel
you're certain
that they wake
to long-cooked oatmeal and
dress quickly
to see if grass encroached

upon the walk
or weeds have sprung
last

night

between the
While

I

carrots

run angry

past that order

and the signs
seeing what
I'm sure
you and others missed
and sometimes plot to go again
at

sundown

with pails of paint
to splash against the
and brick

wheels

and show you
the absurdity
until I make my turn
and pass again
tired this time

and

uncertain

knowing
let it

I

will

be

Lynne Adams Dear '63
Grand Haven, Mich.
'

’My poems

reflect

Yin Betrothal by Daryl D. Johnson '75
New Haven, Conn.
“Nature is the principalartist to which we all react and so my subjects are small fragments of
nature drawn in light of the whole essence. . . . These organic landscapesare mirrors portraying
the circular stories of

growth and

disintegration. ”

am bursting with an
my usual audience (children)

the times I

idea that can 7 go to

and give me freedom to write without regard to
publicationor sales potential. Still, ...lam increasingly aware that the poems go through much
the same processes as a chapter for fourth graders.
And l have come to see the two types of writing as
complimentary. '
'

The Great Depression
There you

with your second

lie

husband

Cemetery in North Judson, Indiana,
while the wild cactus blooms yellow
around the cheap stone. Somebody else inherited
the rings, and the taffeta skirts
in the Pioneer

with their secret whisperings.
I inherit the perfume whose scent
I

do not know.

You were bom a few miles away
in a farmhouse near English Lake,
and you covered the territory,
selling your cakes and strawberry pies,
selling soaps and spot removers.
You could have left me a few hints
about yourself, tucked between the pages
of your Larkin catalogue.
Such an extravagant pioneer you were,
throwing away husbands
and leftover roasts gone cold,
and although I cover the same territory,
riding high oh my way to the fair
with a wagon-load of antiques,
I would be afraid to throw away
the smallest piece of bric-a-brac.

What

is that

with being

inner poverty that

bom

comes

in the Depression,

while you lived through it so easily,
spilling perfume that still erodes
the valuable family furniture?

was your first granddaughter.
loved you as much
as my mother would allow.
What are you finally going to give me?
A piece of your heart?
Stories from the Great Depression?
I need something from you
to settle my own fears and accounts.
Tell me about when the banks crashed
and people were killing themselves,
and how you picked that time to open a
How did you save yourself from min
I
I

—

or did

Map: Clover

by Bonnie

Woods

Why

'68

Boston, Mass.
"My Maps

evolved

events, settings

and

from a

series of aerial landscapesand

ideas I've encountered in

my

depth explorationsof the magic and intrigue that
encounters.

"

now record

dress shop.

you?

did Charlie Miller love you for forty years

and your daughter hate you,
even as she cleaned your house every friday?

travels. They are inI

find in everyday

Herrick White ’56
South Bend, Ind.
Julie

"As for the Hope experience,two things will always stand out: Dr.
summer school in Vienna and Dr. Dykstra's 'Introduction
to Philosophy' to which I came as a very scared freshman and
heard him ask. ‘Miss Herrick, what are you. mind or matter?' I
didn't know the answer— but I'd like him to know that I'm still
Fried's

working on

it.

"

teachers.She was Peaches: innocent often enough

At the Heart of the Peach, A Stone

and blessed with enough
innocent

knows except the one who receivesit.

her spelling words,
Revelation 2:17

assignment for the

when

Only

the bill collectors call her Ilethia. No

the day she

me

was born. The

one

even on

story, as she told it to

who labored with her
mother held up the newborn baby girl, and when
she had washed the womb from her declared,
herself, is that the nurse

"Why

look at the peachfuzz

body!" But you

can't put

all

over this child's

"Peaches" on

a birth

certificate.

You can't put "Peaches" on a computer-cut
answer sheet either. If you were to put such a lush
nickname in those letter cells, one letter per cell,
first name last, last name first, leave an' empty cell
between, the computer would spit it out, would
spit "Peaches" right out, for it has an appetite for
officialnames only — birth certificate names, social
security names, respectable names. The computer
that will score her General Educational Development Examination for a high school equivalency
diploma in the District of Columbia is no
exception.

Computers and

bill collectors

expect her to be

payment due. Anyone who
has come near enough to know her, however,
expects her to be Peaches, wants her to be
Ilethia and expect the

Peaches.
From kindergarten on her school teachers aban-

doned

Ilethia

— the name on the

tion list from the front office

—

officialregistra-

after the first day of

was a hard name to say in a hurry, in a
reprimand, and useless, anyway, since the girl
didn't recognize herself by it. Soon neither did her

class. It

she'd lost her

fifth straight

homework

time or found

So she came to study with

me

in a little school

The Academy of Hope. For months we
heaved through an instructionalmanual twice the
size of the D.C. city phone book preparing for The
called

Test.

"Do not open your

test

booklets until you are so

examinationyou
have exactly ninety minutes. You are to use a
number two pencil only. Mark only on the answer
sheet, and make no marks outside the boxes.
Anyone found looking at another's answer sheet
will be automatically expelled. When you are
finished, put your pencils down. At the signal, the
watch will be started. You may then turn the page.

seemed somehow forgiveable.So when she dropped out of the
tenth grade" people were sorry and thought it a
shame, but what could they say? What could you
say to a girl named "Peaches"?
And what could she hear? She was Peaches to
herself as well as to them. She didn't want to resist
the beat of music in the street. Just to drink a little
wine and dance and laugh her affectionatelaugh
did nobody any harm and the soul a lot of good.
And Mama could always be coaxed into watching
the new baby anyway, and then a second, and a

instructed. For this section of the

third.

Now, waiting

herself pregnant for the

else has ever really called her Ilethia, not

seem

when she wasn't.
she hadn't memorized her times tables or

To the one who conquers ... I will give a white stone,
with a new name written on the stone which no one

When

of a blush to

first

—

it all

But somewhere just shy of twenty-five a voice
that Peaches
lated to her

somehow recognized as distantly reown began to pester her. It began as a

will

Good

luck. Begin."

Peaches

If

she gets over it'll be close — inches, a breath.
both know that. Or maybe only I know that.

We

think

I

fails,

—

for the results

and looking back,

its

computer demand

she has been Peaches to me — a

wouldn't go away.^Then the whisper was a voice

grin,

was Ilethia inside.
She was still Peaches — abundantly, loveably
Peaches. But she began to do a few things differently, trying to placate the nagging Ilethia inside.
One was to agree to try to study, to pick up where
she'd left off ten years ago in tenth grade and get
her high school diploma the hard way: to prepare
for and take a six-hour test for which she had to
have immediatelyavailable, on hand and ready to
deliver, the knowledge, in five separate subject
areas, that comes over four years to kids in school,
and comes with few strings attached.
By the time she got to me she'd tried three
girl." It

different adult schools. Peaches couldn't sit still in

any of them. But Ilethia wouldn't let her give up.

that she be

disciplined, responsible,respectable.But

whisper, one she sure hadn't asked for but
that couldn't be ignored: "It's time to get serious,

I

probably didn't give Ilethia enough help.

The Test and
Ilethia

then

what?

If

girl

with such a

an only half- innocent, caught-in-the-act
blush and grin, a grin that dissolvesthe reason for
the reprimand. Irresistably Peaches, and I wanted
her to be. Ilethia was altogether too familiar to me.
So I understoodwhen it was one hundred degrees on the street and too hot to concentrate, too
hot for her to do anything but help the kids open
the fire hydrant. It became easier and easier to
understand. Shouldn't making potato salad for a
cousin's wedding come before memorizing rules
about comma usage? It wasn't long before she had
me scooping ice cream in the backyard for her
baby girl's birthday party when I had come to
explain reciprocals.
If she fails it may be because Peaches thought
she could do

it

without Ilethia. And

I

helped her

Ilethia could

have used the help because what-

believe it.
Ilethia could have used the help, llethia could

ever strength she was mustering these days

have used the help in explaining to Peaches that

meals, and washing clothes.

on the

the guys out

stoop

— the ones who

her to conic have a cigarette and a soda,

"A

called to

who

said,

little piece of

paper can't be that hard to get,
girl” — that they'd never tried and wouldn't know,

even though she wanted to believe them. Ilethia
could have used the help in persuading Peaches to
turn off "The Young and The Restless." Ilethia
could have used a hand in helping Peaches concentrate over the ambulance sirens and cursing
corner drunks, in helping her resist the seductive
beat of radio music on the street, the tug

of just

good old street gossip. When she did manage to sit
down and shut out her whole world, Ilethia
needed help explaining to Peaches why it was
worth doing for lists of spelling words and diagrams of photosynthesis and formulas for the area
of a triangle.

to platting three heads of hair,

the

besides.

When

Ilethia could finally sit

sofa

were so loud

that the directionsfor

remind her. And I
in me had been set
So

if

she

fails

ment Test for

her General Educational Develop-

diploma
Columbia, is it because God is a
bill collector who calls and asks for Ilethia, who
says, "I'm sorry, it's just not enough to fulfill your
obligation, there's still payment due"? Or if she
in the District of

Becky

of American Journal of Nursing in
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pared, we had such fun"?
No, neither.

and whispers

God is God, the One who comes
new and secret name, neither a

a

respectable"Ilethia"nor an impulsive "Peaches,"
but something in-between, or rather, beyond. The
best of both and more. His whisper inscribes this

its first

heart of the
together we

sound.

Boss-Koopman'79

Washington, D.C.
"Writing

is,

for me, a way daily to cut away callouses and to

stay tender to the world. At its best, Hope put

me

in

company

with those— ancientand alive, on campus — who wanted for
themselvesand others the same — hearts of flesh instead of
hearts of stone.

Denham Wernlund '77 is on

"

leave from the advertisingdepartment of the national

Bonnie Woods '68 has taught art and art history on the college level in liberal arts settings as
well as in a women's prison. She now exhibits and lectures in colleges and universities across
the country. Most recentlyshe was a finalistin the internationalart competition connected with
the Olympic Arts celebrationin Los Angeles. She is based in Boston, Mass.
Works by

the

followingII former Hope

students-

were selected for publication in Alumni Opus

II.

Copies

are available. Address requests to the Officeof College Relations.

Gayle Boss-Koopman '79 is a writer and teacher of writingwho has lived for the past four
years in Washington,D.C. She teaches rhetoric and composition at The Catholic Universityof
America and basic literacy skillsfor adults in an inner city school supported by a church. She is
in the early stages of co-editinga new journal.Potter'sHouse Press.

Lynne Dear '63 owns and operates a small publishing company in Spring Lake, Mich., and
does free-lancewriting, ranging from two-minute radio spots to collective biographies for
children.

David

'75 is a free-lancedesigner in Holland, Mich. He has designed such products as
furniture, show rooms, privateresidences,prototypes,a wide range of print materials, and stage
sets. Last year he won a first-place award for booth design at the National Office Products
Association convention. He is a graduate of Evergreen State College where he concentrated on
three-dimensional design studies.

Todd Erickson '81

is foundry-techniques instructor and technician at the Center for Creative
Studies at the College of Art and Design in Detroit, Mich. He is working on a master's degree at

Cranbrook Academy of Art.
Alice Hertel is a mother and grandmother in Holland, Mich., and exhibitsin West Michigan.
She is a graduate of Calvin College and has studied art at Hope and the Universityof Michigan.
is

religious imagery.

Daryl D. Johnson '75 is a full-time painter in New Haven, Conn. She has exhibited in four
one-person shows since 980 and her work is in various corporate and public collections. Mpst
recentlyshe has studied at the Silvermine Guild of Artists, the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
Creative Arts Workshop of Connecticut.
Esther Luttikhuizen '73 is a full-time anist in Grand Rapids, Mich. She is presentlypreparing
for a one-woman show scheduled for 1985 at the. Esther Saks Gallery in Chicago. In 1982 her
work was selected for a show of Michigan artistsat Detroit Institute of Art.
1

Tracy Van Mouwerik Massimiano '80 is assistant program coordinator at Norton Air Force
Base Arts and Crafts Center in Redlands, Calif.,where she prepares publicity materials, manages
a framing shop, and teaches art to military personnel, retirees, civilian employeesand their
dependents. She holds a master's degree in printmaking from Syracuse University.

Heather Molnar '82, is manager/color printer at a photo lab in Albuquerque,N.M. She
member of AlbuquerqueUnited Artists and has exhibited locally.

is

a

Mary Mulder '77

is a partner in a business in New York City which suppliespuppets, props
and special costumes for television, theatreand circuses.

J.

of the rest of

work.

Todd Engle

Lora

one

offices of Osco Drug, Inc. in Chicago. She lives in Alsip, 111., and does free-lance illustration

illustration work.

Her primary interest

is

irresistableblush-and-grin that we can't seem to
help but say, "It's ok if you weren't really pre-

Gayle

a high school equivalency

Painters,1983.

managing editor

left in

free.

York City. Part of her
responsibilities1is overseeing the art decisionsfor the magazine. She also does free-lance
is

God

have heard

like

Peaches to
was no help either. The Peaches

Philip De Jong '77 is director of photographyfor Campus Crusade for Christ. He previously
was a photojoumalist with Grand Rapids Press and The Milwaukee Journal! Sentinel. His assignments have taken him throughout the United States and to 15 countries.He lives in San
Bernardino, Calif.

Janet Dyer '75

that

there wasn't enough Ilethia

Comprehend" seemed

Joan TenCate Bonnette '63 is teaching drawing at Monroe County Community College and
lives in Dundee, Mich. She exhibits in Michigan. Her most recent award was a "Best of Show"

Women

"Cona bad

mean

us who've gotten close enough to Peaches and that

new name on the white stone at the
Peach. And perhaps jn these months

centratingto

is a high school art instructor in Rockford, 111., public schools.She holds a
master's degree in art education from Rockford College.She exhibits primarily in Illinois.

Arbor

to

passes, does it

joke. What was the point, after all? At ten o'clock

Sarah Bell '72

Ann

down

study after everyone else was asleep, the snores of
her brother just back from jail and asleep on the

following 22 former Hope students were selected for exhibition in

at the exhibit,

cooking three
went to making

sure that Mama got her medicine, to taking pains
to please a social worker and her bureaucracy

WINNERS
Works by

It

went

Rector '81 is manager

of a

photographydepartmentat a hospitalin Nashville,Tenn.

Lois Rodgers teaches art classes through the community education program of Holland, Mich.,
and has participatedin severallocal shows.
Gail Rutgers '70 spent the summer as an instructor with the Grand Rapids, Mich., Art
Museum's mobile art program. After two years at Hope, she studied painting^it the Universityof
Michiganwhere she received bachelor'sand master's degrees. She has taught art in Grand
Rapids public schools and at Kendall School of Design.

Ralph Schroeder '70 is a sample-maker for Sligh Furniture Company in Holland, Mich. He is
member of a local artists'cooperative and createsfurniture, sculpture and two-dimensional
art. He holds a master of fine arts degree from Universityof Utah.
a

Susan Gibbs VanArendonk '79 is coordinator of Artreach Program at Kalamazoo, Mich.,
Institute of An, where she also assists in the registration of the permanent collection. She has
studied painting and an historyat Colorado State Universityand Western Michigan University.
Rein Vanderhill '67 has taught art for the past ten years at NorthwesternCollege in Orange
City, Iowa. He has exhibited in severalMidwestern locations. He holds a master of fine ans
degree from Cranbrook Academy of Art.
Debra Van Tuinen '73 is a corporate consultant for Stone Press Gallery in Seattle, Wash. She
previouslytaught at Kendall School of Design in Grand Rapids. Mich. She has exhibited in
Michiganand Washington.Her work is in national and internationalcollections. She holds a
master of fine arts degree from Universityof Washington.
Carol Lamberts VerMeulen '67 is working toward a master of fine ans degree at Fontbonne
College in St. Louis, Mo. In recent years she has exhibited in Missouri. Arkansas and Texas. She
has pursued art studiesfor the past 20 years and recentlyearned a bachelor of fine arts degree
from Fontbonne College.

T. Driscoll '81 is a designer of office environmentsand video productions for
businesses.He lives in Ann Arbor, Mich.

Linda Walvoord Girard '64 began devoting her full time to creative writing in 1979, after
teaching on the collegelevel and editing books for a Chicago publisher.The ensuing years
turned a long-held interest into steady publicationof more than 30 poems since 1980, including
a group based on fairy tales. In addition,she has published three books for children.She holds
a master’sdegree from the Universityof Chicago and lives in Barrington,111.

Daryl D. Johnson

(see listing.Alumni Invitational I)

Gordon Korstange

'67 began writing poetry while teaching in India and continued to do so
He teaches at a private school near Middletown,Conn., and
holds an advanced degree from Wesleyan Universityin creative writing and South Indian music.
A book of his poetry.The Road Behind Whiteus in the Sun, will soon be published by The Writers
Workshop Press, Calcutta,India.
after his return to the U.S. in 1980.

Beverly Greer Langeveld '70 reportsthat

she's never had a career, although she's held jobs
ranging from a systems analyst to a chef at a New England country inn, all of which she's
traded in for "the hardest job of all, full-time motherhood in raising Lia, age 3-1/2, and Dirk,
age one." She continues to write essays for local newspapen and crafts hand-knit and handsewn items. She lives in Lanesboro, Mass. —

Janet Lootens '81 is a pre-candidacy doctoral student at the Universityof Michigan in Ann
Arbor, where she is also a teaching assistant. She is tentatively planning a dissertation on the
modern American poet, Wallace Stevens.
Donald Steele '72 is a playwright who lives in New York City. Among his most recent plays
are "VerticalHold," staged last March by Immediate Theatre Company in Chicago, and "Two
People in a Restaurant" and "Frank's Free Roll of Film," presented in April at Second Story at
the Entermedia Theatre in New York. He has a master's degree in theatrehistory from the
Universityof Iowa.

Richard Thayer '77 recentlymoved from Brooklyn, N.Y., to Stanford,Calif.,where he is
assistant dean of the chapel at Stanford University.He is a graduate of Princeton Theological
Seminary.
Julie Herrick White '56 recentlyreceived a master of fine arts degree in a writing program at
Warren Wilson College in North Carolina.She lives and writes in South Bend, Ind.

JUDGES
to Alumni Opus was judged by Mr. Rod Jellema, director of creative
writing at the Universityof Maryland and the author of three volumes of poetry, including The
Eighth Day: New and Selected Poems, published this year.

The poetry submitted

Mr. Jellema is a graduate of Calvin College and holds master's and doctoral degrees from the
Universityof Edinburgh, Scotland.
The prose submitted to Alumni Opus was judged by Mr. William Brashler, a free-lancewriter
in Chicago who has authored seven books and numerous articles in magazinesincluding
Esquire, Newsweek and The New York Times Magazine. His most recent book is a novel. The Chosen
Prey (1982).
Mr. Brashler attended Calvin College and graduated from the Universityof Michigan.

Alumni Invitational I was judged by Mr. Darwin Davis, director of Krasl Art Center in St.
Joseph, Mich., who holds bachelor'sand master's degrees in art education from Michigan State
University.He has served as a juror for 15 exhibitionsand art fairs since 1972, and as an art
consultant in cities throughout Michigan, as well as in Washington,D.C.

Nykerk

talks

feminism
—

Giving recognition to women's rightful place in a coeducational college
that was one of the motives prompting the establishmentin 1936 of the
Nykerk Cup Competition,which has become an annual interclassrivalry
involving freshmen and sophomore women in song, drama and oration.
Just one year away from Nykerk's jubilee year, organizers selected the

Woman/A Person” for this year's orations.
Although in recent years Nykerk has drawn more than 600 freshmen and
sophomore participants,the oration component of the competitionhas
remained solitary,with one woman representing each class.
Edited versions of this year's orations are presented for the contemporary
and specifically Hope-ian alayses they present of a discussion that has
spanned the 20th century in America: What does women's liberation really
mean for individuals and their society?
The freshman orator, Shelly Krause of Porter, Ind., was coached by juniors
Chris Peterson of Charlotte, N.C., and Kirsti Stroom of Saginaw, Mich. The
sophomore orator was Andrea Smith of East Grand Rapids, Mich., who was
coached by M. Beth Archer of Marengo, 111., and Jeanine Baisch of Saline,
theme “A

Mich.

A Woman/A

Person:

Alive and Striving

A Woman/A

by Shelly Krause
In
that

in our roles? Also remember if we want not save money for a camera, read books on
the subject, or talk to experts in the field, she
others to respect our decisionswe must be
will never reach her goal. . . .
willingto respecttheirs in turn. It's a giveOnly through action can a woman deterand-take situation.
The road to self identityis not an easy one, mine whether she is satisfied and complete or
disappointedand empty in her decisions.A
but with God's direction, believing in our
woman who enjoys writing must take the
inner selves, and standing firm in the face of
time to sit down at the typewriter each day,
opposition from others, it can be traveled.
There are a number of women in our history or even once a week. If she does not, she will
always have that dissatisfied and unexpressed
who have accomplished this task. Consider
part of herself. But a woman who works
Joni Erikson who was physicallydamaged
toward self satisfaction by making time to
after a tragic accident.Instead of seeing this
write each day is fulfilled. Fulfillmentis the
as the end of life, as many people would, she
.source in a woman that makes her strong,
turned to God and followed the purpose and
capable, and able to express herselfthrough
path that He directedher towards. Harriet
decisionin action. This is the common deTubman — whose beliefs about freedom for
nominatorof all women.
the black slaves were so deeply rooted in her
Being fulfilled is not a fixed end. ... A
own character that she was willing to die for
woman's fulfillmentis forever developing and
those ideals. Susan B. Anthony — who had
the courage to stand up against the opposition can only be defined by the degree and quality
of its presence throughout her life. As we
of men and help pave the way for many of
follow our ambitions we are strengthened and
the rights we have as women today. These
encouraged by our fulfillmentto continue
women and many others knew who they
acting on our decisions.
were. They were able to realize the person
The fulfilled woman has found a sense of
they were created to be.
well-being that is unmistakable and undeniable. She has felt the pain of self-discovery,
armed herself with strength and choice,and
has begun to be the orchestratorof her own
i life. She gives, takes, copes, loves, and can be
self who she wants when she wants. This woman

ment

Searching for One's

my life I've had some people tell me
a woman should be very feminine, re-

main

by Andrea L. Smith

home, and bear and bring up children. Another side of society, namely Gloria
Steinhem and others,have said that a woman
must be strong, aggressive,and fight for
every

Person:

at

little

made out

thing: just being a housewife

to be a kind of crime. . .

is

.

In order for a woman to discover the person she was created to be, she must find
herself. How does she go about this, you may
ask. Well, there are no clear-cut solutions,
and I'm certainlyno professionalon the subject, but I think that she may begin to find
herself through her relationshipwith God; by
then searching and finding peace within her
own soul as to what she wants; and finally by
establishingher concept of herselfin her
relationshipwith others.
The Bible (Isaiah 48 verse 17) says that
God is teaching us for our own advantage and
leading us in the way we must
go. . . . Through God, a woman knows that
she will be accepted in the role she has chosen
for herself. Therefore, since a woman is accepted by God she is freely able to discover
her role as a woman. The restrictions that
society puts upon her have been lifted, and
she no longer has to place its acceptance as a
first priority. She has the assurance that God
is leading her along a certainpath. If she
remains close to him he will guide her in her
decisions. She does not have to rely on
other'sultimatums.
Also, once we have made a decision we
know that God won't condemn us for it — he
has helped us make it. This knowledge provides us with a peace which in turn allows us
to apply this choice to our everydaylives and
situations. . .

.

Another aspect of womanhood is that of
the relationshipoPa woman to herself. She
must learn to open herselfto herself. Have
you ever just stood and stared into a mirror
for awhile? If so, is that image a true reflection of who you are, or is it masked behind
distorted vision? Are you able to look honestly at the reflection, at yourself? To find
our true identityas women, this honesty is
essential because through this self examination we will find the peace which God gives
us interlockingwith our own self concepts.
We must remember that in this process the
concepts we have of ourselves will probably

Krause
change many times during our lives as we
learn to handle differentsituations.Many
times a woman reaching maturity may be
confused as to the roles she should play and
what type of a person she should be. . . .
I believe we have to realize our strengths
and weaknesses as people and deal with them.
To me, a woman is a person when she can
accept her self-concepteven though she
doesn't necessarilyunderstand why she feels
a certain way — that too will come irv time.
The last and probably most difficult step in
a woman's becoming the person she is
intended to be is applying her self-conceptin
her interactionswith others. One thing we
need to remember as individualsis that others
can hold our hands for only so long. There
comes a time when we all must put our feet
down and stand up for the ideals we have set
for ourselves.Although others may disagree
with what we are, in the long run they may
learn to respect us for having stood our
ground and remainingtrue to ourselves. Now
I'm not saying that we should rebel against
others just to do our own thing, but ... if
we continually take advice from everyoneelse
we'll be living borrowed pieces of other peoples' lives. . .

Now we

.

this and deep down we
often remind ourselves of it. The real challenge comes, for men as well as women, in
applying this to our own lives. Have we
followed the right path in finding our true
selves?If we fail to take action and develop
our own character,how can we expect fulfillall

know
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Charge accounts; eating ice cream; orchids;
grey pin stripes; laughter; Mozart; car pools;
red silk; a leather brief case; birthday parties;
starched shirt collars.
All of these things have a place in a wornan's life. She has all sorts of opportunities
open to her in her personal, professional,and
social roles. These opportunitiesmay range
from having children and packing lunches to
travelingin Europe and hiking in the mountains. The choices a woman makes in each
area of her life will inevitablybe unlike the
choices of any other woman. She has a
unique combination and must make her own
decisionsin every situation.... By allowing
another to make her decisions, she not only
loses control;but she gives it to someone
else. . .

.

Historicallywomen were not allowed to
make their own decisions.Their roles were
"As we follow our ambitions we are
strictly defined and enforced. Recently, howstrengthened and encouragedby our fulfillever, the pendulum has swung dramatically to ment" — sophomore orator Andrea L. Smith
the other extreme. Not only has society banhas learned that to live life is a privilege, and
ished women's conventional roles, but it has
that to be her unique self is her
raised androgeny to such a height that now a
responsibility. . .
woman may feel inhibitedfrom desiring a
Rosa Parks was a woman who fulfilled
traditional lifestyle. . .
herself by unashamedly enacting a small deciIn making good decisions,it is essential
sion. Her refusal to give up her bus seat to a
that a woman not only realize her goals but
white person in 1955 was simply a choice she
also know who she is and where she has
had to make in her day-to-day living. Even
been. It is the responsibility
of each woman
though this has become an historical event, it
to discover this for herself. Barbara
serves as an example to women today that
Ehrenreich, in her book The Hearts of Men,
they, too, must fulfill themselves in their
describesthis process: "In the path to
.

.

[oneself] each individualbecomes a lonely
hunter, making his way through uncharted
territory."Venturinginto this territoryis a
painful process of questioning and revelation.
This process may reveal areas of the woman
she had always considered acceptablebut under scrutiny she finds they are not and lays
them aside. Gently she must convince herself
that she has the potentialto make her own
decisionsbased on the knowledge of
herself. . .

.

Here is where women may falter. A woman can know herself and make a positive
decision, but if she does not take steps to

obtain the goal, she is no better than if she
had not taken inventory at all. A woman may
want to be a photographer, but if she does

daily lives.
It is unfortunate that societyplaces women
in categoriesand even more unfortunate that
women are influenced by this. We somehow
espouse the notion that we cannot be a woman and a person at the same time. Not so.
We do not perform one act as a woman and
another as a person; we do not choose a
husband as a woman and a career as a person.
We get a job and get married as a woman, a
person. . .
Driving the stick shift without jerking; getting a Ph.D.; baking chocolate tones; making
plane reservations;finding a bargain; candlelight dinners; decorating the Christmas
tree; your own office; having the best garden
on the block. It feels good; it feels alive.
.

NINE

Historical

stand-ins

elongate

"We ourselfsucceeded to the throne at 18, an age at
which, as the writer Thomas Carlyle put it, no girl could be
expected to choose her own bonnet. Our bonnet was a
crown, heavy indeed for the frailty of woman. . .
"It is true that much was accomplished during our reign
and yet had it not been for the wise counsel of men, we
should not have endured. . . . Most preeminantly, our dear
husband Albert, my Prince Consort and my angel, taught me
to govern my temper as he did my realm. ... In time I did
nothing without his approval. Politics were of little real
interest to me and indeed I became every day more convinced that we women — if we are to be good women,
amiable, domestic and feminine — are not fitted to reign."
.

Kathleen Verduin, assistantprofessor of English, as Victoria
(1837-1901), the queen of England who ruled with a high
sense of duty, transparent honesty and massive simplicity

views of

womanhood
What

does history have to offer on the discus-

women

sion of the role of
the

theme chosen

was
"Rendezvous

in society? That

for this year's

Portraits by

with History," an event which in recent years has
become annual under the organization, direction
and research of Michael Petrovich, associate pro-

Louis Schakel

fessor of history.

The Rendezvousis
"If we only had love, ah if we only had love. . . . Selfishness seems to be in vogue here . . .
"What does the word utopia mean to you? You trace its
roots to 'no where' and 'no place.' You comment on how it's
an imaginarydomain, a place that's too ideal and very
impractical.And yet, if one has no hopes of changing things,

generally staged as
part of the Arts

&

Humanities Fair, an
annual event bringing
hundreds of area high

then why live at all? . .
"In my Utopia I was arguing for social, economic and
religious reforms. . . . Women shared in education with
men, in clothing and the like. Everybody had equal responsibilitieswith food and government and religion. . .
"I also believed in the family. I did not want to abolish
marriage. In fact, monogamy was one of the prime requisites
.

school students to

campus for presentations within their

.

areas of academic interest.

the

The intent of

Rendezvousis

to

of

my

utopia."

help students under-

Stephen

stand the ideas of the

Thomas More (1478-1535),the English saint and humanist
best remembered for his Utopia, a speculativepolitical essay

past by bringing some

Hemenway, associateprofessor of

English, as Sir

contrastingan ideal society with the evils of the existing

of its notables back to

by way of artful and witty impersonations by
members of the Hope faculty. The prevalentno-

ones.

"Good government comes from the King, for it was to be
God gave to kings the power to rule men and societyon~
earth. The power coming from God has to be absolute,for
God's power cannot be divided,not in his world nor in the
so:

world of the men he creates.. .
"The place of the citizen in my state was clearly defined
and the state of law in France made it very clear in not
allowing women to ascend to the throne: women's proper
place in -society was that of service to their men. . . . Has
.

anything been so secure since?"
Earl Curry, professor of history,as Louis XIV (1643-1715),
the "Sun King" of France who symbolized man's attitudeof
superioritytoward women

life

tions of various centuries collide in lively and
largely

impromptu

discussions as the characters

share a single stage for a single hour.
This year's

Rendezvouswill have

formance as part of Winter

a repeat per-

Homecoming (see p.

14).

Petrovich believes that the format works well
with today's students, whose attention spans have
been conditionedby television and who like to
connect entertainment with learning. For these
students in particular,and for most people in
general, spoken words are more easily remembered than written words, he says.
"If students can visualize a person, they can
remember that person's ideas. What we do with
the Rendezvousis bring to life personas who are
otherwise seen as very dead on the pages of
history."
Excerpts from this year's event indicate that

much up to date, and
same time they confuse the issue of just
how long a way the feminist of the 1980s has
history can indeed be very

at the

actually come.

"History reminds us how long the struggle of
woman's emancipation has been — within the family,

within society and within the state," Petro-

vich sums.

TEN
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“Athens invented democracy — the rule of the people, and
what a mess! There aren't any standards anymore and no
one knows what to look to . . . What this city needs is order,
organizationand justice. . . . What we need are rulers who
are educated, who are experts, who know how a state ought
to function.. .
“It is commonly assumed that the rulershipof the state
ought to belong only to men. . . . There is no reason why a
woman can't rule. Leadership is determine'dby ability. If
that means that the state should come before family and the
home, then I say so be it. . . . because above all it is justice
that must be served."
.

Arthur jentz, professor of philosophy, as Plato (427-347
B.C.), the Greek philosopher who set the tone to the dialogue of the place and role of women in society

"I was bom to a mother in New York who had 18
pregnancies and seven miscarriages.She died at the age of
49. . . . After I finishedmy education I became a nurse
midwife on the lower east side of Manhattan.Those were the
days when if women didn't die from their pregnancies,they
died from their attempts to induce abortions.... I swore I
would find out the secret so I could tell the women of the
world how to avoid having so many children.
"That was my crusade. . . . Will the human race ever be
free if its mothers are slaves?"

Robin Klay, associateprofessor of economics, as Margaret
Sanger (1879-1966), the American family-planning pioneer
who became a leading advocate of birth control in the
United States

women ought to be helped into
mud puddles and given the best

"I hear talk about how
carriages and lifted over

everywhere.Well, nobody ever helped me into no
nobody ever helped me over mud puddles and
never got into a best place anywhere — and ain't. I a
woman? . .
"Some say women shouldn't have the same rights as men
because Christ wasn't born a woman. Hah! Where did Christ
come from? From God and from a woman. Man had nothing
place

carriage,

1

.

to do with it!"

Ericka Maxie, a senior from Lansing, Mich., as Sojourner
Truth (1795-1883), a black woman and former slave who,
although illiterate,became the leading spokeswoman for the
feminist cause in the early years of the American woman's

movement
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"Little did I know when I left Germany at age 15 that I,
the little princess, would never see my homeland again. But
at the border I knew that it was going to be me who would
bring greatness to Russia.
"I had some difficult tasks to achieve first. . . . Among
them, I had to get married to Peter. He was such an
imbecile! If I had a loving husband, I would have been a
model wife. . .
.

"When my husband finally died,

1

knew

I

would

fulfill

my

"Maybe the most important thing in my life occurred in
my husband and I went to Palestine. We lived in

1921 when
a kibbutz .

. .

and

it

wasn't long before I became quite active

movements . .
"As prime minister I was known as a very strong Zionist,
a socialist,a person who cared very much for Israel. . .
"These were the issues that were important to me. I don't
know if I gave a great deal of thought to the issue of the role
of women. I don't know if I sacrificed anything to achieve
what I did."
in political and social

.

.

Sharon Mahood, associateprofessor of communication,as
Golda Meir (1898-1978), the Israeli prime minister who
became the symbol of woman's strugglefor political
emancipation

"The Good Book clears it up for you — women and men
are not born of the same substance. You can notice simply
from nature the differencebetween the two. In the Bible you
discover that God created man, and through man he created
woman. Woman from man! The woman is to be subservient
to man as man is subservient to God."
George Ralph, professorof theatre,as )ohn Knox (15051572), a leader of the Scottish Reformationwho addressed
the role of women in family

destiny and bring greatness to Russia. I invited the greatest
philosophers from France . . . and founded schools,including
schools for girls because, after all, I was a poetess and a
playwright and wanted all girls to be able to read what I
wrote."
Gisela Strand, associateprofessor of German, as Catherine
the Great (1762-1796), the German-born empress of Russia
who ruled the immense, backward, forbidding country with
elemental energy and intellectual curiosity
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ALUMNI NEWS

One

of the candidates

women

How does a member of the staff of a vice
presidentialcandidate spend electionnight?
"I was tired, but I was still psyched. 1 had
40 people over at my house watchingthree
TVs and a computer,"reports Barbara Timmer '69, who from the day of nominationto
the night of defeat was a member of the
Congressional staff of vice presidentialcandidate Geraldine Ferraro.
Timmer, a former vice president of the
National Organization of Women, was a legal
counsel to Ferraro'sCongressional office on

Masters of Hope talk of old times
An unusual alumni reunion took place recently on campus when three West Michigan
residentswho hold master's degrees from
Hope College convened to share memories of
a short-livedand mostly unknown chapter inHope's history.
Raymond Japinga of Grandville,James TenBrink of Muskegon and Hartger Winter of
Allegan are three of the 12 individualswho
were awarded master's degrees from Hope
during the years 1932-1935, according to
archives records.Two other recipientsare still
alive — John G. Mulder of Mountain Home,
Ariz., and Otto Yntema of North Port, Fla.
The master's program apparently was
launched as a response to demands for greater
diversityand practicality in the curriculum. It
was an easy extension of the convictions of
President Edward Dimnent (1918-1931), who
advocated education as preparation for useful
service. And, obviously, with the Great Depression threatening the College's financial
securityand the Prep School on the decline, it
was sensiblefor administrators to create additional sources of income.
Hope Catalogs of these years advertisea
full scope of master's programs,including the
fields of business administration,biology,
chemistry, education, English, German,
French, American history, math and philosophy. In actual practice, however,degrees were
awarded only in education and history. The
program was under the supervision of longtime professor of education Egbert E. Winter
and he taught many of the classes.
All three master's recipientswho met at
Hope voiced satisfaction with the graduate
work offered to them by the College and all
used their degrees as stepping stones to suc-
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Capitol Hill.
"My job was to help, maintain the office
during the last part of the 98th Congress. I
worked on a number of issues including
women's issues, banking and securities issues,
and I also handled the correspondence from
constituentswho wrote in about various issues," she explains.
Timmer says she replaced a staff member
who went over to work in the press office of
Ferraro'scampaign staff after the Congresswoman was named to the national ticket.
Timmer reports that Congresswoman Fer; raro received as many as 5,000 letters per
week. Her policy was that letters be answered
as personally as possibleand that all children's letters be answered by a member of
the Congressional rather than the campaign
staff. The outpouring of affectionand respect
in these letters especiallyimpressed Timmer.
She recalls one letter in particularfrom a
little girl who wrote, "Even if you don't
make it, when I'm president you can be my

cessfulcareers.
Japinga, a Class of 1928 Hope graduate who
earned his master's in education, taught for
eight years before turning his attention to
investments and becoming a partner in Penin- vice president."
Timmer says she "likes to think" that the
sular Securitiesof Grand Rapids, Mich. Ten
work she did in the Congressional office reBrink, also a 1928 graduate, earned his massulted in a direct, if small, entry in the
ter's in education and served the Michigan
county of Muskegon for more than 32 years, briefingbook which prepared the Congresswoman for her televisiondebate.
retiring as Area Intermediate School District
"I did help her Congressional office develop
Superintendent in 1967. During his long casome discussion on banking issues that were
reer he was instrumental in organizing a
going before the Congress. The major bankcounty health departmentand library, special
ing deregulation bills were going through the
education programs and several professional
Senate and the House then, and that was one
organizations.Winter, a 1927 Hope graduate
of my areas of responsibility.
I understand
who earned his master's degree in history,
that some of that material was part of the
taught for 25 years in Allegan schools, retirbriefing,"she notes.
ing as a high school science teacher in 1954.
Although Timmer's job was to help keep
The three were all holding teaching jobs
while earning their advanceddegrees. Classes Ferraro'sCongressional office running, not to
help the Mondale/Ferrarocampaign,she was
convened one evening each week and on Satactivelyinvolved in the electionrace as a
urdays. They say they appreciated the pracvolunteer and her responses to various develtical thrust of their academic work, with their
opments were very much affectedby her
actual classroom problems often serving as
front-row observation advantage. As an insidfoci for discussion.
er, only toward the very end of the campaign
Although the master's program never developed according to expansive plan, Hope has did she admit that winning was not likely.
"If you remember that first Reanot totally abandoned the awarding of graduate credits. Registrar Jon Huisken reports that gan/Mondale debate, I thought in some ways
that Reagan's performancewas so shocking
the College is authorized by the North Centhat it made anythingpossibleafter that," she
tral Association to offer up to 20 semester
hours of graduate credit per calendar year and notes. "This is the optimism that comes from
inside a campaign where you get a lot of
in recent years has come close to filling that
positivefeedback .... I thought until the
limit. The primary reason Hope has devellast minute that people could walk into the
oped its graduate-creditofferings to this devoting booths and think about the issues
gree, says Huisken, is to meet the needs of
and the polls showed that the majority of
elementary and secondary teachers who must
people agreed with Mondale/ Ferraro in
earn additionalhours of credit beyond the
issues."
bachelor'sdegree for certification.

—

Barbara Timmer, a recently retired Ferraro
staffer.

Despite the disappointment of defeat, Timmer feels positive about her three-monthinvolvement with the candidate. First of all, she
points out, it was an historic campaign and
her status as a former Hope history major
gave her an acute appreciationof that fact.
Second, she believesseveral positiveresults
counterbalance Ferraro'sdefeat.Probably the
greatestlong-term effect of Ferraro'srace,
Timmer believes, will be that it brought activists from the women's movement into the
national political structure.She points to figures which indicate that there will be more
women in state legislatures next year than
ever before — 939 women elertedin 44 different states (a total of 63 percent of the women
who ran for seats).
"In this (Presidential) election, a gender
gap or race gap or economic gap or whatever
gap — none of them was as significant as the
nationaltrends going on. But that's not to
say the gaps weren't there and the differences
weren't there, and I tell you that politicians
are looking into those polls right now."
While politicians are looking at the polls,
Timmer is looking for a new job in another
Congressional office. A graduate of the Universityof Michigan School of Law, she practiced in Muskegon, Mich., before moving to
Washington where she worked for former
New York Representative Benjamin Rosenthal
as a counsel to a House subcommitteedealing
with regulatory law. In 1982 she became vice
president of NOW, finishingher term at the
end of 1983. She says although it might have
been "logical"for her to step up into the
presidency of that organization,it didn't fit
into her personal agenda.
"I much prefer this type of work on the
Hill. My training is in it. I pretty much set
up the NOW office and it was at that point
that I felt like there were better things to do.
It was a good experience . . . but it was not
part of

my

goal."
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alumni beat

Regional Alumni Leaders

by Vem Schipper '51
AssociateDirectorof College Relations for
Alumni Affairs
During the

fall

months

I

have spent considerable

time working with Hope College alumni in 31 areas
of

our countrythat can serve as regional centers.

This has been fun

!

The response of our alumni and

their willingness to serve as chairpersons of these
regional centers is gratifying.The purpose of identifyingalumni leaders in your area is to give you a
person on your
for a

"home turf" whom you

can contact

directpipeline to Hope College. These persons

are serving as the catalystsfor Hope College in

your

regions

—

assistingin the planning of the

events such as regional meetings, gatherings of
faculty,and trips involving Hope's choir, Symphonette and athleticteams.

The names, addresses and phone numbers of each
of these chairpersons are listed on this page. You
will be hearing from them in the weeks and months
ahead.

Roger Rietberg has announced that the Hope
College Chapel Choir will be traveling to California
this

spring. The itineraryis being laid out, and

I

know that you as alumni, parents, and friends in
the area will want to attend a presentation by this
excellentmusical group. In addition, the Hope College basketballteam and Coach Glenn Van Wieren
have accepted an invitationto play in Whitier,
Calif.,

in January 1986. The specific detailsof an

opportunity for all of us to be together for a time
of fellowship and involvementwill be given in

,

future announcements.This January the Hope College

MIAA champions will

participatein a holiday

tournament at Ohio Wesleyan University. An announcement will be sent to all alumni, parents, and
friends in the Ohio area. The dates are January 4
and 5.
One cannot write a column such as this without
expressing appreciation for the fabulous undefeated,
untied, 1984 Hope College footballteam. So

many

you attended games both at home and away and
were privileged not only to see our fine coaching
staff in artion, but also the young men who set this
"first-in-a-Iifetime"
record for Hope College. We
extend our congratulations to the 1984 Hope College Varsity Football Team.
of

Our 1985 "Winter Happenings" (our academic
homecoming) will take place on Saturday, Feb. 2.
We host Adrian College in basketballat 3 p.m. The
list of academicactivities, which will emphasize the
internationalyear at Hope, is included in this issue
of news from Hope on p. 14. Please make your
plans now to attend this significantevent.
A special word of appreciation goes to our alumni
artists and writers for their outstanding work that
was presented in the DePree Gallery for the month
of November (see specialinsertin this issue).The
success has inspired us to look forwardto planning
another show in five years.

Many

of you as alumni are enthusiastically

participatingin our AdmissionsCalling Program. I

want to express my thanks to you as there is every
evidence that the calls and contacts you have made
encouraging deserving young men and young women to attend Hope College are paying unusually
fine dividends. The record enrollmentfor 1984-85
and already high level of interestbeing shown in
Hope College by students can be attributed in part
to your enthusiastic support. The same applies to
many of you who are working on our phonathons.
Our successful phonathon program which encourages gifts to the Annual Fund is very importantto
the long-range vitalityof your school. 1 thank each
of you for your assistanceon these two programs.
This fall we have been privileged to have some
outstanding senior high school bands participateat
the half-times of our home footballgames. Each of
these bands have provided a significantprogram
that has been enjoyedby the crowd, and many
have involved our alumni as directors,teachers,or
as parents of students at these high schools. Our
hearty thank you to all of you who in one way or
another had representativesof your school provide
Hope College with outstanding high school band
programs.
Tickets for Christmas Vespersare being delivered
as I write this column. It reminds us as we enter
into this joyous Christmasseason that together, as
we celebratethe birth of Christ, we celebrate with
the young men and young women of our student
body who provide us with so much inspirationnot
only at Christmas, but throughoutthe year. All of
us associatedwith the Office of College Relations
extend to you and the members of your family our
best wishes for a joyous and happy holiday season.

ST LOUIS
Lester 75 & Cheryl 78

California

SAN FRANCISCO
James Beran 75
2001 Pierce# 28
San Francisco,CA 94115
(408) 943-0222 home
882-8231 office

LOS ANGELES
Leon Bosch '29
3456-B Bahia Blanca W.
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
(714) 586-3636

CINCINNATI
Hill

9538 FredricksburgCt.
St. Louis, MO 63126
(314) 849-0453

Michigan

KALAMAZOO
Dr. Hugh Campbell'51
7707 Arborcrest
Portage, MI 49081
(616) 327-3232

SACRAMENTO
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Preston '47 & Marcia '48
Stegenga
545 Milk Road
Sacramento, CA 95825

Rich '67 & Sue '69 Kuiper

(916) 487-2489
Colorado
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Paul 71 & Elaine71 Hilbelink
2459 E. Eagle Circle Drive
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 750-7659
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PHOENIX
ElizabethHine 77
2466 W. Isabelle
Mesa, AZ 85202
(602) 838-3408
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Mary Siptak 71
8218 Debbie Gay
Houston, TX 77040
(713) 644-6204

COLUMBUS
Steve 74 & Jean 75 Norden
2220 Gnarled Pine Drive
Dublin, OH 43017
(614) 766-4312
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Salli Vanderbeek'63 Hutchison
62 CottonwoodDrive
Woodstock, GA 30188
(404) 926-7954

EAST
WASHINGTON
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Washington,DC 20037
(202) 484-1356

Bruce Neckers '65
34 Bel Air N.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49503
(616) 454-6775
Robert '68 & Mary ’68
Schroeder
286 Touraine

3621 Cross Bend
Plano,TX 75023
(214) 985-7717

4825 Beverly Hills Drive
Cincinnati,OH 45226
(513) 321-2281

Lynn Arwady '69
227 Pennsylvania Avenue
North Muskegon, MI 49445
(616) 744-4551

DETROIT

Texas

DALLAS
Gwynne Bailey 70

632 Lake Street
Grand Haven, MI 49417
(616) 842-6552

Mark 70 & Barbara 70
Ryzenga
VanderLaan

Grosse Pointe, MI 48236
(313) 886-7260

ANN ARBOR
David 77 & Beth 79 Rynbrandt
3144 Branae Burn Circle
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104
(313) 971-0171

MIDLAND

Thelma Leenhouts '66
728 6th Street

SW

PHILADELPHIA
Dan Gunderson '82 & Fred
Howard '81

elections.

John Van Lierop '43 and his wife had a beautiful
trip to Europe as a 40th anniversary gift from their
two children.
Allan Weenink '43 is the author of a new book of
communionmeditations published by C.S.S. Publishing Company entitled:Sounds of Stillness.
Thomas Boslooper '45 recently assistedNorman
Kelman, M.D., of New York City in the preparation of a lecture,"Matriarchal Concerns for Psychoanalytic Theory" and participatedin a panel
discussion at the Karen Homey Instituteon the
biblical story of Adam and Eve and its implications
for the religiousand psychoanalytic understanding
of

woman.

Paul Fried '46, professor emeritusof Hope College, is staff consultant for historicaland cultural
authenticity at the International Art Collections,a
new art gallery in Holland, Mich.
Eugene Rothi '46 has retiredafter 38 years in
education, the last 20 as director of guidanceand
counseling services for Grand Haven (Mich.) Public
Schools. Eugene is now doing volunteer work for
Luke Society and CRWRC in disasterresponse
work.
John Mooi '47 has received the outstanding technical achievementaward for 1984 from the Atlantic

1111 Rodman
Philadelphia,PA 19147

Richfield Company.

NORTH

JERSEY
Barbara Hanson 79

lecturerin counselling to the seminary students at

31 Locust Drive
Barnardsville,
NJ 07924
(201) 766-2843

Theology.
Paul '48 and Lois Rameau '50 Kleis are retired
from ten years with Swift & Company and 24
years as vice president of Saga Corporation.
John Pontier '48 is the pastor of Pinelands Reformed Church in Toms River, N.J. They just
dedicated a new church building and membership is
growing at plus 60 per year.
Jay Weener '49, senior pastor of Fifth Reformed
Church in Grand Rapids, Mich., was the guest
preacher at Beechwood Reformed Church in Hol-

ALBANY/SCHENECTADY
Charles Link '50
42 Austin Acres
Catskill,

NY 12414

(518) 943-2474 home
(518) 966-5319 office

Alice Pyle '49
Rt. 3

David '65 & Elizabeth'66
Stavenger
3532 Inwick Road
Midland, MI 48640
(517) 631-4438

SheboyganFalls, WI 53085

SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN

MINNEAPOLIS
Douglas Scott 73

Brad '67 & Ellen '67 Klow
316 Prospect Street

1691 Princeton Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55105
(612) 698-3730

South Haven, MI 49090
(616) 637-5651

CHICAGO

Ohio

1919 Valley Drive
Syracuse, NY 13207
(315) 469-1249

Bruce '65 & Carolyn '64
Turkstra
12 S. County Lien Road
Hinsdale, IL 60521
(312) 887-9242

CLEVELAND

BOSTON

Ernest '68 & Mary Joe Willcocks
16136 Windsor Drive
Strongville,
OH 44136
(216) 238-1960

PhyllisBursma '58
258 WillisRoad
Sudbury, MA 01776
(616) 443-6069

Midwest
WISCONSIN

chairman and director of the annual membership
drive. Daniel was also a precinct committeeman for
the Republican Party in the recent primary

ROCHESTER
Wayne 71 & Anne 73
VanderByl
4237 Miller Street
Williamson, NY 14589
(315) 389-9302

SYRACUSE
Bob 78 & Lynn 75 Niedt

Alfred '48 Heasty

is

the school physician and

the Nairobi (Kenya) Evangelical Graduate School of

land as part of its 40th anniversary celebration.

'50's
Myron Hennance '50, music teacher in the Schenectady (N.Y.) Public Schools and choir director of

Community Reformed Church

in Colonie, will be

the guest conductor of the winter concert of the

Mendelssohn Club of Albany.
Clayton Borgman '52 left Midland, Mich., in July
to undertakea fall semestersabbaticalproject to
producea biologicalfilm and slide programs on
wildlifeand habitat systematics and evaluate a
number of ecologicalsituationsin Alaska.
Wendell Miles '38, chief judge of the U.S. District Theodore Johnson '52 represented Hope College
Court. of the Western Districtof Michigan,spoke at at the inauguration of the new president of Ferris
the Holland (Mich.) Area Chamber of Commerce
State College iri Big Rapids, Mich.
Carl '53 and Lucille VanHeest '55 Schroeder
annual awards dinner.
Harold Leestma's '39 son, David, was a mission
conducteda marriageenrichmentclass at the Port
Class notes and other alumni information sections
Sheldon Presbyterian Church in Holland, Mich.
specialist on the space shuttle.Challenger, in
ip news from Hope College are compiledby MarjoStanley Vander Aarde '53, superintendent of the
October.
ry Graves of the Office of College Relations. DeadGeneral Hospital of Madanapalle,India, spoke at
line for receiving items for the next issue is January John Olert '39, pastor emeritus of the Church-bythe Holland (Mich.) Rotary Club meeting in
the Sea in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., spoke at the Lake
18, 1985.
Shore Chapel in Saugatuck,Mich., in August.
October.
Dennis De Haan '54 is the executive editor of the
Marjorie Vyverberg'39 Rottschaferhas retired
'20s
devotional Our Daily Bread, published by Radio
from Southern Normal School in Brewton, Ala.,
Bible Class of Grand Rapids, Mich.
and is spending winters in Zellwood,Fla.
Matthew Van Oostenburg'22 was honored at a
Bob Prins '54 is the vice president for development
concert for his 44 years of service to education by
at McKendree College.
the Cadillac (Mich.) High School Jazz Band and
'40s
Arie Brouwer '56 has been elected as the next
Honors Choir. After the concert, a large plaque
general secretary of the National Council of
Gerard Koster '40 is serving his second church as
honoring Matthew was unveiled and will be placed
Churches.
interim minister since his retirement. Gerard is at
outside the high school's communityauditorium.
the First Reformed Church at Hastings-on-Hudson, John Jeltes '58 is the superintendent of the KentMartin '25 and Martha Koppenaal '25 HoekN.Y.
wood (Mich.) Public Schools.
sema celebrated their 56th wedding anniversary at
James Cooper '58 is the principalof Poupard
Eloise Boynton '41 Bosch and her husband,Donthe home of Donald '57 and Lois Hoeksema'57
ElementarySchool in the Grosse Pointe (Mich.)
ald, have authoreda book, Seashells of Oman,
Van Lare on Sept. 15.
published by Longman Group Limited. The attracPublic School system.
Isabel Everse '25 Kamps has arrived at the stage
tive volume, abundantlyillustratedwith full-color
Dennis Camp '59 donateda copy of his book The
of wearingcataractglasses and enjoying eleven
Poetry of Rachel Lindsayto the Hope College
photographs, contains sections on collectingand
great-grandchildren. "Praise God from whom all
storing seashells and detailed descriptions for identi- library in honor of Professors Henry ten Hoor, Jim
blessings flow."
fying specimens. The Bosch's lived in Oman for 27
Prins and John Hollenbach.
Henry Bovenkerk '27 celebrated 54 years in the
Anne DePree '59 Reisig presented "A Musical
years and are keen shell collectors.Three recently
ministry and overseas missions. The First PresPotpourri" at the Woman's Literary Club meeting
named species — Conus boschi, Cymatium boschi
byterian Church of Elizabeth, N.J., celebrated its
and Acteon eloisea — bear tribute to them. Eloise is
in Holland, Mich.
320th anniversary jubilee in October.Henry has
a teacher and Donald is a medical doctor now living John Zwyghuizen '59 is the pastor of Rockford
been its pastor the last eight years.
(Mich.) Reformed Church.
in Cambridge,N.Y.
Vemon
Meerdink '42 is still doing regular pulpit
'30s
supply in a yoked parish of Presbyterian Churches
60's
Hendrik Nobel '30 received the retireeof the year on Sunday and pursuinghis lapidary hobby during
award from the International Association of Person- the week. Visitors to "Grand Ole Op'ry" or travel- Jan Leestma '60, associateprofessor of pathology
at NorthwesternUniversity MedicalSchool and
ing on 1-24 are invited to stop in for Koffe Klatch.
nel in Employment Security, Michigan Chapter
chief of neuropathologyat Children's Memorial
Vernon lives in Murfreesboro,Tcnn.
1983-84.
Hospital in Chicago, III.,is working on a M.B.A.
Daniel Fylstra '43, associatepastor of the Glass
Annette Witanek '33 White is the assistanttreadegree in executive masters program at J.L. Kellogg
and Garden Community Church of Scottsdale,
surer in her church in South Hadley,Mass.
School of Managementat NorthwesternUniversity.
Ariz., has been electedchairman of the board of
John Piet '36 is a missionaryin Katmandu, Nepal.
Daryl Siedentop '60 is the first recipientof the
managers of the Downtown Y.M.C.A. of Phoenix.
Calvin Vander Werf '37 was honored at a dinner
at the American Chemical Society meeting in Phila- He has been a member of the "Y" for 12 years and Prix de 1'AssociationInternationale des Ecoles Superieures d'Educanon Physique, a prestigious award
served as a volunteer fitnessleader,committee
delphia, Pa.

class notes
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presented by the International Olympic Committee.

Guilderland (N.Y.) Central High School.

Vem

The award was made as part of the opening ceremonies of the 1984 Olympic ScientificCongress in
Eugene, Ore.

Amzie

gers for the Booth Newspaper chain, collaborated

C.

Warren Vander Hill

'60 represented

Hope

College at the inauguration of the new president of
Ball State University.

Robert Hilbelink '61 teaches accounting at Dordt
College in Sioux Center, la.

Helen Bosch

'61

Zwyghuizen is a

concert harpist

living in Rockford, Mich.

Allan Deitz '62 is the administrative analyst with
the New York State Department of Motor Vehicles
in Albany, N.Y.
George Beukema '63, pastoral directorof Heartside Ministry, was the speaker at the Reformed
Church Women Holland Classis Fall Conference.
Betty Hesselink '64 Deitz is a teacher assistantin
the remedial reading and math lab at the

Parcell '65 is an assistantprofessor of

music at Washington College in Chestertown,Md.
with Roger Craig, Tiger pitching coach, in writing
Amzie also served as an editor of The Symphony,
the book Inside Pilch (Eerdmans Publishing Co.), a
1720-1840,published by Garland Press.
journal of the Tigers’ world championshipseason.
William Bouma '66 is president of KAR LaboratoLewis Vander Naald '68 is the minister of the
ries in Kalamazoo,Mich. William still serves on the
First Presbyterian Church in Croswell, Mich.
Water Pollution ControlFederation Committee on
David Allen '69 is an internal medicinephysician
StandardMethods.
in Stockton, Calif.
John Elfring '66 is general manager at General
Charles Bibart '69 has received the W.E. Upjohn
Plastics, a producer of plastic bags and "yellow
Award from the Upjohn Company.
bags" which is stronger than Hefty or Glad.
Stevens Binder '69 is the principalat Abbott
Barbara Kouw '66 Forman is a second year stuMiddle School in the West Bloomfield(Mich.)
dent at Thomas M. Cooley Law School in Lansing,
Public School system.
Mich., and is on the honor roll.
Tim Crandall '69, instrumental music directorat
Byron Hopma '67- is the regional director,group
Mason (Mich.) High School, is marching as a
agency departmentfor Washington National Insur- freshman member of the Michigan State University
ance

Company.

band.
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Saturday, Feb. 2
\

9:00

a.m. Registration, De

9:30

a.m. Seminars

\ -.v

Witt

11:00

ENEMY” AND RESPONDING

Penrose, associate professor of history

B.

or

WHY

IT'S HARD

TO LOSE WEIGHT

Christopher C. Barney, assistant professor of biology

a.m. A RENDEZVOUS WITH HISTORY, “GREAT WOMEN OF THE PAST”

1:00
3

3

:00

:00

p.m. Luncheon,
p.m. Swimming

'71 is the Co-ordinator of Dealer
Development at Haworth in Holland, Mich.
Rick VanHaitsma '71 was with a group doing an
intensive fact-findingtour of India with Bibles for
India when Indira Gandhi was assassinated.
Frances Rinkus '72 Newell is a housewife, mother and teaches piano lessons in Mexico City,
Mexico
Lynda Farrar '73 is teaching freshman composition
part time at Hope College.
Richard Smith '73 is an intern in English at Hope
College.

Marcy Roskamp '73 Bergie's son, Eli, passed
away this past year.
Joseph Maxim '73 is a quality control manager for

DeWitt Center Kletz
vs.

vs. Adrian, Civic
(Jazz Concert after the game)

p.m. Women’s Basketball

vs.

Adrian,

Dale Rice '74 plans to return to the U.S. in July,
1985 after finishing four years in the Middle East
with the Navigators. He has been stationed in
Cyprus since August, 1983.
Thomas Claus '75 is the assistant-controller
at
Mazda Distributors Great Lakes in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Constance Dumville'75 Mantarro is the assistant
secretary,branch manager of Franklin State'sKingston Branch livingin Princeton, 111.
Lori

Alma, Dow Center

p.m. Men’s Basketball

College in St. Paul, Minn.
Jerry Wormmeester '73 is the senior account executive with Mortgage Guaranty Insurance Corporation in Jenison, Mich.

Muiderman, associate professor of business administration

Our “not-for-prime-timeprofessors”portray well known historically
influential people through costume and dialogue

12:30

Glenn Lowe

supplies manufacturer.

CHINA-HALFWAYTHROUGHTHESO’s

Dr.

intern at Bradford (Mass.) College.

Becton Dickinson Consumer Products, a medical

Center

SOVIET/U.S. RELATIONS: KNOWING “THE

Anthony

William Kuh '70 is an educator/photo-journalist
in Albuquerque,N.M.
Rick Aardsma '71, artist, photographerand
printmaker, exhibited his art in the fifth annual
National Art Exhibition in Washington, D.C. in
September.
Tara Culver '71 Davis has received an American
Council on Education Fellowship as an education

Douglas Scott '73 represented Hope College at the

FACTS ABOUT FAT

M

Vv^-

'70's

inauguration of the new president of Macalester

Dr. G. Larry

IS.

Plagenhoef '68 who covers the Detroit Ti-

Center

Dow Center

Norden

graduate research in the Netherlands.

Joni Stevens '75 Wagenmaker is a homerpaker
and organist at First Reformed Church in Muskegon, Mich.
Betsy Emdin '76 is the Saugatuck-Douglas(Mich.)
district

Child care available by reservation

f 'NSTS*-

'75 is in her eighth year of teaching

and coaching at Wyoming Lee High School in
Grand Rapids, Mich. Lorie’s 1984 volleyball team
won the district championship.
John Verheul '75 is doing a year of clinical post-

librarian.

Richard Switzer '76

is

University College of

Human Medicine.

attending Michigan State

Paul Timmer '76 is the vice consul in the American Embassy in Beijing working with non-immi-

CONTACT ALUMNI

A

OFFICE FOR BROCHURE

AND REGISTRATION FORM
616-392-5111,ext. 2030

grant visas.

Donald VanDyken

'76 is a family prattice. physi-

cian with the Byron Road MedicalGroup in

Howell,Mich.
David Baker '77 is the animationproducerat
Kalamazoo (Mich.) Writing and Video Co.
Warren Berens '77 is the employee relationsmanager at Bil-Mar Foods, Inc., in Zeeland, Mich.
Paula VandeHoef '77 Drumm is a senior systems
analyst in University Park,

111.

Arthur Kerle '77 is a family dentist in Grayling,
Mich.
Jim Martin '77 is doing a family practiceresidency
in Brooklyn,N.Y.

Mary Mulder

'77 has started a business as a

costume, puppet and prop maker in

New York

City.

Bart Neckers '77 is a dentist in North East, Pa.

Richard Nolen-Hoeksema '77 is a research structural geologist/geophysicistwith Cities Service Oil
and Gas Corporation in Tulsa, Okla.
JenniferYeomans '77 Reece is a high school
science teacher in Greenville, S.C.

Carolyn

Walbum

'77 Metzler has left the Society

of St. Margaret in Boston, Mass., and after several
transitions,has landed in Charleston, S.C., and is
very happily marriedto Dr. Eric Metzler, a second
year resident in family medicine.

Todd Harbum

'78 is in the second of an

orthopedic surgeryresidency at Lansing (Mich.)
General Hospital and is an assistant to the team
surgeon for the Michigan State University football
team.

.Ms
FOURTEEN

Barbara Famham '78 Kort writes non-fiction and
poetry and has been published on a freelance basis.
One of Barbara's poems appearedin the SeptemberOctober'83 issue of Michigan Natural Resources
magazine.
Kevin Kort '78 is president and senior partner of
Kowalski& Kort, P.C. law firm in Traverse City,
Mich.
Robert Laning '78 hopes to become a prison
chaplain soon.
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Jean Gouwens '78 Poppen is elementarymusic
teacher in the Climax-Scott(Mich.) School Distrio.
Carol Tiskus '78 is a member of the international
pricingdepartmentat Amway Corporationin Ada,
Mich.
Jonathan Whitney '78 has a private practicein
internalmedicine at Bath County Community Hospital in Hot Springs, Va.
David Zessin '78 is a shareholder in the law firm
of Swaney, Thomas & Zessin in Holland, Mich.
ChristineBoon '79, branch officerand manager,
Old Kent Bank of Holland, has been elected secretary of the SouthwesternMichigan Chapterof the
National Association of Bank Women.
Mayrie Boyce '79 is a directorof promotion and
ticket

sales for Universal Artists.

John Broadbent '79 is a systems analyst at General Motors AcceptanceCorporationin Detroit, Mich.
ShirleyBolhouse '79 Harbum is the administrative assistantfor the University Reformed
Church of East Lansing, Mich.
Robert Synk '79 is in the Peace Corps and will
serve two years as a high school math teacher in

Inc.,

in Dallas, Texas.

Lynn Comstock '80 Walchenbach is a

corporate

accountant for Thousand Trails,Inc., in Bellevue,

Wash.
Stacy Burris '80 Walters is a senior at The University of Michigan MedicalSchool in Ann Arbor.
Douglas Buck '81 is an associatein the law firm
of Buck & Mangapora in Flint, Mich.
Kenneth Capisciolto'81 is a corporate purchasing
manager with RM Elearonics in Grand Rapids,
Mich.
Paul Damon '81 is a district manager for
IDS/American Express in Grand Rapids, Mich.

Kim Mooi

'81

Hoopingamer

is

the associate

directorof merchandisingwith North American
Foodservice Co., in Chicago, 111.
Kirk Hoopingamer '81 is an associateattorney
with McDermott, Will and Emery in Chicago,

III.

Jay Lindell '81 is the area director for Young Life
in South Bend, Ind.
Dan Molenaar '81, physical therapist,spoke at the
Holland (Mich.) Stroke Club in October.
Barbara Smith '81 will be spendingJanuaryand
February1985 at Hospital Evangelico in Honduras
Lesotho in southern Africa.
Robert Thompson '79 is a second year resident in as an electiverotation for The University of Michigan MedicalSchool.
surgery at Brigham and Women's Hospital in
Jeff VerBeek '81 is an associate with the law firm
Brookline, Mass.
of Freeman, MacKenzie, Matthews, Scherer and
Peter Wamock '79 spent seven weeks in Jordan as
Stepeck in Mount Clemens, Mich.
a biologist, assistantsurveyorand architectat an
Paul Walchenbach'81 is an attorney with Witharcheologicalexcavation.
erspoon, Kelley, Davenport,and Toole in Seattle,
Sandra Wiederhold '79 is the chief resident for
Wash.
the departmentof pediatricsat the University of
Michael Walters '81 is a Ph.D. candidate in
Wisconsin-MadisonHospitals.
organic chemistryat The University of Michigan in
Jill Van Zyl '79 teaches first grade at Woodland
ElementarySchool in the Lakewood School District. Ann Arbor.
Victoria Wilson '81 is a campus staff member
with Inter- Varsity Christian Fellowship serving
'80s
Bethel College, College of St. Catherine and University of Wisconsin-River
Falls. Vicki is also atJeffrey Cordes '80 is the directorof corporate
tending Bethel Seminary part time in preparation
planning with Pillowtex Corporation in Dallas,Tx.
Karen Nyenhuis '80 Louwsma is front office and for the foreign missionfield.
reservationssupervisor at Port of the Islands Resort Dale Aggen '82 is assistantdirector of planning
and development for HMO America Inc., in Chiin Marco, Fla.
Jon Rietbert '80

is

market manager

for

Haworth,

cago, 111.
Peter Flinker '82 is working on his master's degree
in landscape architecture at the State University of

Massachusettsat Amherst.

Kim Gnade

'82 is an operator and co-owner of

Baskin Robbins in Wakefield, R.I.
Jim Goorhouse '82 works at Gerber Products and
is

also the Freemont (Mich.) High School varsity

girls' basketball coach.

Carol Janke '82

is a

physical therapist at Rush

Presbyterian St. Luke's MedicalCenter in Chicago,
111.

Karline Muir '82 is a communityrecreation specialist at A Very Special Place, Inc., a community
center program for the developmentally
disabled, in
Staten Island,N.Y.
Rick Reece '82 is a missionaryassociatein Japan
teaching English.

Mark Brinks '82 Remynse is the officemanager
at Hysen & Associates in Novi, Mich.
Kathleen Scaglione '82

is

the assistantmanager of

production for LaSalle Industries Inc., a directmailing service company in Bronx, N.Y.

Tim Schipper '82

RUNNING

TIME IS

OUT!

is a teacher at Hebron (Ind.)
High School
Jan Siems '82 is a first year medical student at
Wayne State MedicalSchool in Detroit, Mich.
Bruce Uecker '82, a doctoral candidate in musical
arts at the University of Texas at Austin, gave a
piano recital at Hope College in November.
Lynn Bufe '82 Veldman is a physical education
instructorand diving coach at Perkins High School
in Sandusky, Ohio.
Robert Vogelaar '82 is a doctoral student at CaliforniaInstituteof Technology.
Frea Westerveld '82 is the resident services coordinator at Bethshan Association, a residentialfacility
for handicappedadults in Palos Heights, 111.
Amy Beckwith '83 is a cytotechnologist for the
Path/Cytologyand Flow Cytometry Laboratories at
The University of Michigan Hospitals in Ann

Arbor.

December

3

1 is the last

to contribute to the

College Annual

day

Hope

Fund and

have your donation credited
for tax purposes to this year.

Charles Bell '83, a student at the University of
Nebraska, performed in the Tibbitts Summer Theater in Coldwater, Mich., this past

University of Indiana while studyingfor his masdegree in geology. He recently returned from
Surinam, South America where he did research for
ter's

his thesis.

Remember, your
you

gift entitles

to a limited edition stereo

recording of Christmas

Mary Dusseljee '83
at

is

_

a specialeducation teacher

L. E. White Junior High School in Allegan,

Mich.
Eva Dean '83 Folkertis working for Castex Indusas a sales assistant.
Gordon Forth '83 is attending Vanderbilt Univertries

Vespers.

school of law in Nashville, Tenn.
Rich Kennedy '83 is an air personality at WCUZFM and weekend assignmentdesk editor at WZZMTV in Grand Rapids, Mich.

sity

Send your

summer.

Scott Broekstra '83 is a research assistantat the

gift

today.
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Janna Rynders '83 McLean is attending CamegieMellon University in Pittsburgh, Pa.
Lisa Rietveld '83 is a production assistantat
Ogilvy & Mather, an advertising agency in Chicago, 111. Lisa will handle accounts such as American Express, Illinois Bell

Amy

&

Glass '83 Schipper

deaths
Word has been received of the
Hartman '25 Eubank.

death of Shirley

Sears.
is

Ethel Newland '25 Herder died on May 14, 1983,

a second year law

in Kalamazoo,Mich.

student at Valparaiso (Ind.) University.

Before her retirement she taught school in the
Gregory Ver Beek '83 is a product marketing
Galesburg(Mich.) Community Schools for 17
specialist for ITT Corporationin Chicago, 111.
Jill Dame '83 Wilson is a specialeducation teacher years.
Mrs. Herder is survived by two daughters, Carol
in the Allendale (Mich.) Public School system.
Peterson '55 and Linda Pelong.
Sherri Allen '84 is a learning disabilities teacher in
Lombard, III.
Word has been received of the death of John
Tom Andrews '84 gave a poetry reading at the
Terpstra '65.
DePree Art Center at. Hope College with Professor
Jack Ridl in October.
Linda Amoldink '84 is a project coordinator for a
product calledSummary Scan at Myers Marketing
Services, Ltd., in Chicago,

111.

John Brender '84 is teaching English at the Satoe
Gakuen Higashi — the Satoe School East — in
Saitama, Japan.

Mary Lynn McNally '84 Buck

is

a trust invest-

ment assistantat Citizens Bank in Flint, Mich.
James Karsten '84 is an instructor of English at
Tunghai University in Taiwan. James is a RCA
English intern and is also involved with the Taiwan
Presbyterian Church working with college fellowship groups and local congregations.
John McMillan '84 is studyingeconomicsat the

Jan Vander Ploeg '22 died on Nov. 5, 1984, in
Grand Rapids, Mich.
After attending Hope, he completedlandscaping
studies at Harvard University. He was a landscape
architectin Muskegonfor 40 years. He served as a
Michigan state senator from 1966 to 1968, was a
Michigan State University trustee from 1957 to
1963 and had served on the North MuskegonCity
Council.

Mr. Vander Ploeg is survived by three daughters,
Gretchen Swibold, Jane Deckoff and Mildred Feldman; ten grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren; two brothers and a sister.

Word has been received of the death of Ralph Van
University of Chicago.
Jerome Vile '84 is an account executive by Heinold Zyl '21 on Mar. 1, 1984
Commodities,Inc., in Holland, Mich.

FACULTY POSITIONS FOR 1985-1986
ACCOUNTING: Master's degree

required. Accounting certification(s)and/or Ph.D. desir-

advanced courses in accounting.(Anthony Muiderman, Economics and Business AdministrationDepL)

able. Teaching includes basic and

BIOLOGY:

Molecular biologist Assistant Professor. Ph.D. required, post doctoralexperience preferred. Teaching responsibilitiesinclude genera! introductorybiology, microbiology, and upper-level course. Will be expected to develop a vigorous grant-supported
research program involving undergraduates. (Paul Van Faasen)
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: Ph.D. required. Teaching includescourses in Management. Marketing,or Human Resources ManagementDistinguishedcandidates are
eligiblefor appointment to an endowed professorship. (Anthony Muiderman,Economics and Business AdministrationDept) CHEMISTRY: Organic chemist Ph.D. required. Must conduct a vigorous grant-supported
research program involving undergraduates.Applicantsfor a senior-level appointment
must have an exceptionalrecord of accomplishmentin teaching and research.(William
Mungall)
COMPUTER SCIENCE: Ph.D. preferred. 10-12 credits of teaching per semester at all
levels plus supervisionof upper class majors’ projects. Outside consultingencouraged.
(Herb Dershem)
ENGINEERING: Mechanical Engineer. Ph.D. strongly preferred. Abilityto teach mechanical engineering and direct student research and internships required. Research interests in computer methods of analysis and design desired. (James D. van Putten,
Physics DepL)
MATHEMATICS: Ph.D. required. Abilityto teach advancedundergraduate courses required. Research and scholarly activityinvolving undergraduates strongly encouraged.
(John Van Iwaarden)

NURSING:
Available January,7985— One-half time appointment to teach Junior level students in
Nursing Care of Children. Position can remain one-halftime or in Fall, 1985 be
converted to full-time.
Available August, 1985— Two full-time positions. Clinical preparationin acute adult
nursing, care of children or community health nursing.
Available immediately — Teacher-Practitioner,
two positions appointed jointlyby clinical
education center, ButterworthHospital, and Hope-Calvin Departmentof Nursing.
Should have clinicalpreparationin nursing care of adults.
Requirements: Master'sdegree in Nursing includingclinicalpreparationand two years
clinicalnursing practice. Doctoral degree preferred. Experience in teaching desired.
(Cynthia Kielinen)
PHYSICS: Experimental PhysicistPh.D. required, post doctoralexperience preferred.
Must teach lower and upper level undergraduate courses and conduct experimental
research with undergraduate student participation.A major portionof the research
should be conductedon campus. (James D. van Putten)
RELIGION: New Testamentand Early Church. Ph.D. or Th.D. required. (Wayne Boulton)
SPECIAL EDUCATION: Ph.D. required. Preferencegiven to candidates with certifications
in Emotional Impairment and either Learning Disabilitiesor Mental Impairment(Dan
Paul)
THEATRE: Director/Teacher.Assistant Professor. M.FA. required. Professionalexperience
highly desirable. Teach acting at all levels,directing, and theatre histoiy; direct at least
one main-stage production each year. (Lois Carder)

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS: Commitment to

quality undergraduate teachingand to the

characterand

goals of the College.

RANK AND SALARY:

Rank open, unlessspecified. All are tenure-track posiUons.Salary dependent upon

qualifications and

experience.
DESCRIPTION:Hope College is a coeducational,undergraduate,residential liberalarts college affiliatedwith
the Reformed Church in America; has over 2500 studentsand over 150 faculty;is a member of the Great
Lakes CollegesAssociation; is accreditedby MCA, NCATE, NASAD. NASM; and is locatedin a city of
30,000 on Lake Michigan, 130 miles from Chicago.
Considerationof applicants, begins on December 1, 1984. Submit

APPLICATIONPROCEDURE:
curriculum vitae to:
Chairperson (above)
Hope College
Holland, Michigan 49423
(616) 392-5111

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FIFTEEN

Reflection can be a rewarding dimension
of our celebrations in this splendid time of
year. The passing of the seasons reminds
us that time is indeed an ever rolling

stream and that

life is

transient. Yet, this

season, when we celebrate God’s great
invasion into history through the event we
call the Incarnation, is a powerful reminder

purpose and everlasting joy

that eternal

can be an integral part of our lives, and
that in Christ we have an authentic basis
for hope. May you experience this in
abundance as you celebrate anew, with
family and friends, God's grace and gifts so
definitively given in Jesus Christ.
To all alumni, parents and friends we
extend, on behalf of the entire College
community, our sincere thanks for your

and work of Hope during
this past year, and our best wishes for
purposeful living and abundant joys in the
part in the

life

year ahead.

Gordon and Margaret Van Wylen
December, 1984

